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)urhill Tailpiece

TRADE MARK

Tht Sign of
Jossrn Jim in .-762

THIS tailpiece has been specially designed for usewith metal strings and incorporates adjusters to facili¬
tate tuning.

It has been widely acclaimed as a practical and finely
made accessory which can be relied upon to give lasting
service.

Complete with wire loop, it can easily be fitted to the instrument by the player.
Stocked by the leading dealers in other countries.
Price: 36/1 (including Purchase Tax) Postage 3d.

Available only for violin
In Black or Brown finish

Trade and export enquiries invited

Hours of Business : Monday to Friday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday . . 9 a.m. to 12 noon.

Members of the British Antique Dealers'' Association
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SEVC IK
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tkit>,Jke, WoMcCú Moià 7amouò VIOLIN METHOD

This Method produced KUBELIK, KOCIAN, BRATZA, MARIE
HALL, DAISY KENNEDY, and many other prominent Violinists.

VIOLIN METHOD FOR
BEGINNERS

... each 2/-

Op. 2. SCHOOL OF BOWING
TECHNIC.

Parts 1, 2, 3, 4. 5, 6 each 2/6
Also published for 'cello.

3/6

Op. 3. 40 VARIATIONS IN EASY
STYLES.

Also published for 'Cello,

FOR BEGINNERS, STUDENTS AND PROFESSIONALS.
Op. 8. CHANGES OF POSITION

AND SCALE EXERCISES.

Op. 9. PREPARATORY STUDIES
IN DOUBLE STOPPING. 3/6

Op. 1. SCHOOL OF ADVANCED
VIOLIN TECHNIC.

Parts 1 and 4 each 5/6
Part 2, 6/6 Part 3, 4/6

Op. 7. STUDIES PREPARATORY
TO THE SHAKE.

Parts 1 and 2 ... ... ... ... ... each 4/-
2/6

O S E V C i K
SCALE & ARPEGGIO BOOK FOR VIOLIN

Price 4/6

THE LITTLE SEVCIK. Complete 4/-
Ia three parts 2/-

An Elementarv Violin Tutor
each

Following exactly the Principles and using the material of the SEVCIK METHOD
in a short, simple form, with new pieces for recreation, study, etc.

Master Melodies from the Classics for Violin and Piano

Vol. I (1st Position)
Beethoven, I love thee.
Couperin, Minuet.
Couperin, Soeur Monique.
Handel, Aria.
Handel, Largo.
Handel, Alinuet from Samson.
Haydn, Minuet.
Marpurg, Minuet.
Martini, Gavotte.
Schubert, German Dances.
Schubert, Hark ! Hark ! the Lark.
Schumann, O, Sunshine, O, Sunshine.
Weber, Sonatine.
Old Viennese Air.

In progressive order arranged by LEOPOLD J,
CONTENTS

Vol. II (1st to 3rd Position)
Beethoven, Minuet.
Beethoven, Turkish Aiarch.
Couperin, Sicilienne.
Dussek, Rondo.
Handel, Air.
Handel, Minuet.
Handel, Sarabande.
Liszt, Consolation No. 4.
Marcello, Largo.
Mozart, Allegro.
Mozart, Menuett.
Oginsky, Polonaise No. 2.
Schumann, Dreaming.
Schumann, Foreign Lands and People.
Weber, Rondo.

BEER

Vol. Ill (1st to 5th Position)
Beethoven, Adagio from

Pathétique.
Chopin, Op. 40 No. 1 Polonaise.
Haydn, Ox's Minuet.
Leclair, Sarabande et

Tambourin.
Liszt, Liebestraume No. 3.
Schubert, Op. 94 No. 6

Moment Musical.
Wagner, Prize Song.
Wagner, Dreams.
Zipoli, Aria.

Price 3/6d. each volume.

GIPSY CARNIVAL

By YASCHA KREIN
Violin and Piano. 2/6

Full Orch. 6/- Small Orch. 5/-
Recorded by Tom Jenkins and his

Orchestra on H.M.V. B9797

A brilliantly effective Czardas,
Gipsy Airs and Dances

BOSWORTH & CO.,

ROUMANIAN SONGS
ANO RANGES

By YASCHA KREIN
Violin and Piano, 2/6

(in preparation)
The Full Orch. 5/- or Small Orch.

4/6 are now ready
An arrangement as brilliantly effective as

ce Gipsy Carnival "
Often broadcast by Tom Jenkins and

the Palm Court Orchestra

LTD.

A New Violin Solo

By M. DUPARLOIR
REVE D'ESTANT

(Dreams of Childhood)
Violin and Piano. 2/6

(or with Orchestra Accompaniment)
A well-written solo which should be
popular with Students and Per¬
formers. The Violin part is fully
bowed and fingered. 1st-5th
Positions

14/18, Heddon Street, Regent Street, London, W.l
Sass "Secret of Obtaining a Beautiful Tone on the Violin" 1/3
Sass "The Secrets of Violin Technic" ----- 1/6
Stoeving "What Violinists Ought to Know" - - - - 1/3

Scales & Appeggi. Vol. 1, for Violin in 2 & 3 Octaves & Double Stopping by M. Duparloir 5/-
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MISCELLANEOUS
1/4 Per Line Minimum 4/0

Use of Box Number Is. Od. extra

ROBERT ALTON, Violin Expert, 32 Rock Lane, E. RockFerry, Birkenhead. Author of " Violin Making and Repair¬
ing ", etc. Makers' tools and materials. First-class repairing.
Fine violins, old and new.

THE RÒYAL ARTILLERY ORCHESTRA, Woolwich,has vacancies for keen young string players. Musical duties
only and audition essential.—Apply in writing to Director of
Music, Royal Artillery, Woolwich, S.E.I8.
ITALIAN violins always in stock from £20 to £100. Guaranteegiven in writing with each instrument. Exchanges considered.
Rose, 880 London Road, Thornton Heath Pond, Surrey. 'Phone :
Tho 3169. (Ordinary 2d. 'phone call.)

DIAGRAMS (Violin only), Guarneri, Gasparo orMaggini, each 1/3, post free, also other Honeyman
publications (Copyright). All printed and published
in Scotland by L. Honeyman, " Cremona ", Newport,
Dundee, Scotland.

CATHEDRAL STRINGS. These famous BRITISH STRINGSare available for ALL STRINGED INSTRUMENTS. Used
and recommended by the Leading Artists and Professionals all
over the world. From all good Music Dealers. Send for new
Catalogue of all strings to Sole Manufacturers : BRITISH
MUSIC (S) STRINGS, LTD., 130 Shacklewell Lane, London,

BAND INSTRUMENTS at bargain prices. Clarinets, trumpets,bassoons, horns and various. All guaranteed. Complete with
cases. Box 2753.

HARRIS' AMBER OIL VARNISH is still the BEST after40 years. 6s. per bottle. Pamphlet of colours and direc¬
tions for stamp.—J. E. Harris, 88 Bewick Road, Gateshead-
on-Tyne, Co. Durham, England.
FRANK LEONARD. Teacher of the Violoncello, has vacanciesfor pupils, all grades. Particulars and prospectus apply,
Prince Arthur Road, N.W.3.

COMPOSER-VIOLINISTS ! Piano accompaniments writtento your melodies by composer of broadcast music. 10s. 6d.
(32 bars). Mackenzie Davidson, Leggart Terrace, Aberdeen.

VIOLIN and 'cello outfits for school and home. Write or'phone. Weekes & Co., Ltd., Hanover Street, W.l. Mayfair
0960.

WANTED. High class violins for cash or exchanges, bycollector with first class Cremona violins. Also wanted, a
Hamma book on violin makers. Davies, " Daveley ", 1 New
Houses, Prittlewell Chase, Westclifie-on-Sea. 'Phone 45386.

2s./i D. will get you a complete set of 8 of the famous "Tertis"O Bridge Cushions. Recommended by renowned
players for use with Metal Strings on Violin and Vioi.a. They
prevent strings cutting into bridge, prolong life of strings, and do
not impair tone or volume. Your Music Dealer can supply them,
or write British Music (S) Strings Ltd., 130 Shacklewell Lane,
London, E.8.

FOR THOSE MUSICIANS who appreciate personal service,my latest free lists are available of specially selected new and
reconditioned stringed instruments, woodwind, brass and per¬
cussion. Many of the world's leading players deal exclusively
with me, knowing that they are always sure of the personal
letter, and the personal touch. Whatever your requirements in
orchestral instruments I am certain I can help you. Leslie Shep-
pard, A.L.C.M., Music Showrooms, Burgess Hill, Sussex.
OBOE WANTED, low or high pitch instrument considered,any system. State price. Leslie Sheppard, Music Showrooms,
Burgess Hill, Sussex.

OWN MAKE violins and 'cellos at reasonable prices. Repairsand adjustments carefully done. L. J. Mead, Seaways,
Paulsgrove, Portsmouth.

BASSES from £35, all recently put in thorough repair by me;also a few good 'cellos. All repairs undertaken personally ;
moderate charges ; prompt service. Harry Young, 203 Royal
College Street, Camden Town, N.W.I. Tel. NOR 2875 and GUL
4096.

THE ROYAL ENGINEERS ORCHESTRA has vacancies forgood string players. Must enlist. Other instrumentalists
considered. Duties purely musical Married men accepted.
Apply, Director of Music, Royal Engineers, Kitchener Barracks,
Chatham, Kent.

YOUR friend has joined the Ravenscourt String Orchestra.Why not you ? Mondays, 7-45—9-40 p.m. S. Ken. and
Fulham area. Write Conductor, 92b Hammersmith Bridge
Road, W.6.

MUSIC MISTRESS, L.R.A.M., 'cello and piano, available inSeptember for visiting schools on Thursdays and Fridays.
Box 2778.

RARE VOLUMES of " The Violin Makers of the GuarneriFamily ", 1626—1762, by Hill. Magnificent coloured plates.
Price 15 gns. per vol. Sykes Music Ltd., 22 Albion Place, Leeds,
Yorks.

VIOLONCELLO, with bag and bow, good condition, £7.Box 2780.

VIOLINISTS
and all players of String Instruments would be well
repaid by a visit or by corresponding with the under¬
mentioned, for no other Dealer in this country, with the
exception of the London Houses, can offer such a wide
and varied choice of instruments at prices that are much
under the present market values.
Special attention is given to all overseas orders and
complete satisfaction is guaranteed to all Clients, all
instruments being exactly as described in the list which
can be had on application.

Special July Bargains
VIOLINS

Charles Drouin, Mirecourt, dated 1893, mint
condition .. .. .. .. .. .. £25

Chipot-Vuillaume, Paris, dated 1888, a very fine
example .. .. .. .. .. .. £28

George Craske, London, circa 1888, Hill's Cert.
Special .. . . . . . . . . . . £25

A. Warwick, Leeds, dated 1905, a mint condition
instrument . . .. . . . . . . £26

Jacques Thibout, Paris, a fine Professional players
instrument, very fine tone and condition . . £60

Aegidius Kloz, Mittenwald, dated 1777, a fine
instrument .. . . .. . . . . £60

Joseph Kloz, Mittenwald, circa 1770, Hill's Cert. £45
Annibale Fagnola, Turin, dated 1903, Pressenda

copy .. £75
Guilo Degani, Venice, dated 1898, mintcondition,

Beare's certificate.. .. . . . . . . £50
A. Rastalli, Genoa, dated 1805, mint condition,

Rushworth certificate .. .. .. .. £50
SPECIAL BARGAIN

Guiseppe Dalaglio, Mantua, circa 1820, Hill's
certificate, a very fine Solo or Quartette instru¬
ment £145

VIOLAS
Old English Viola probably by Furber, fine tone

and condition .. .. .. .. .. £25

POWELL
64 VICARAGE ROAD, SMETHWICK, 41

'Phone : Smethwick 0417

VIOLA OUTFIT for sale, £20 or nearest offer. Willing to sellviola separately (15£ ins.). Miss Welton, The Star Inn,
Quarry Street, Guildford, Surrey.
FINE VIOLIN by Giovanni Schwarz, Venice, 1927. (Pupilcf Eugenio Degani). Mint condition, £40. Box 2779.

CELLO travelling case, fumed oak, red plush lined, perfectcondition, £5. Box 2781.

VIOLONCELLO, old English, eighteenth century, brandedLongman and Broderip, London, with wooden case and bow,
£9. Box 2782.

DOUBLE BASS by Cole of Manchester. A very fine instru¬ment. £55. 2 Gorsehill Road, Wallasey, Cheshire. Tel.
Wall. 3662.

WANTED. Old Italian viola, 16 in.—16£ in. Denbin,3 Elmbourne Road, S.W.I7.

KENNETH HARDING'S " Divertimento " for four violas,wanted by young violist. Parts and/or score. Richards, 1,
Herberton Road, W. Southbourne, Bournemouth, Hants.

VIOLIN FOR SALE. Fine reproduction " Grand Amati "by Geo. Wulme-Hudson. Mint condition. £45. 'Phone
Ewell 3582.

SYMMONS ALUMINIUM MUTES, for violin, viola and 'cellomay now be obtained from any of the leading retailers.

WANTED. Fine old violins and bows, made before 1800,with certificates. Money deposited with bank, if sent on
approval. Write R. Lazarus, 148 East Fifth Street, St. Paul, 1,
Minn.. U.S.A.

WANTED, old Violin, Italian, English or any, reasonable.Box, 2783

OLD VIOLIN, bow and case, good condition, £7 for quicksale. 1 High Street, Pateley Bridge, Nr. Harrogate.

VIOLIN (1932) and s/m bow, both by William Geary. £20.Browne, 29 Avondale Road, Leyton, E.17.

MISS ROSE G. HESKETH, daughter of the lateT. Earle Hesketh, Violin Maker, has one or
two examples of this eminent craftsman's work
for disposal. Other violins at various prices.—
Enquire at Morawelon, Beach Avenue, Prestatyn,
North Wales.

VIOLIN FOR SALE. (John Marshall, 1755). Sweet tone.Bow and shaped case. £15. Habgood, 14 Blenheim Road,
Bristol, 6. Tel. 36487.

VIOLINS, bows and all kinds of music for violin and piano,duets and trios. Owner giving up. Enquiries, stamp.'
Box 27S4.
\ Tí J ANTED urgently, first class Italian violins and 'cellos,
V V highest prices paid. C. Woodcock, 33 Denning Road, Hamp-

stead, N.W.3. HAM 2695 and BAY 4296.
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GILBERT STACEY'S MÜSICK SHOPPE
142 CHARING CROSS ROAD, W.C.2

For Second-Hand Music and Books
Fine Stock of Rare 'Cello Music now available.

Send for List

TEM 3268 Open Daily—9.30 till 5.30

JOHN WALKER
VIOLIN MAKER AND REPAIRER

Ambergate, 501 Warwick Rd., Solihull, Birmingham
High-class workmanship Bows
and tonal improvements. Rehaired.

Old Violins always in Stock
Violins own make, covered with finest oil varnish

Prices on application
All Personal Work Numerous Testimonials

SYMPHONY TESTED STRINGS

Made in three qualities, each offering better value for less cost, than any other competitive brand.
They are now being used in increasing numbers by front rank professionals, and being sold by discern¬
ing string specialists, who realize that they can offer a completely satisfying range. Prompt replace¬
ment guarantee in the event of any reasonable complaint. Full list on request.
Violin. Gold and Black label In tested lengths. Steel E, Gold label in three gauges, I/-, Gut A I/10 ;
D, 2/2 ; Alum. D, 4/7 ; Silver G, 8/-. Black Label, Steel E, lOd. (rustless) ; A gut 1/7 ; D, 1/9 ;
Alum. D, 3/6 ; Silver G, 4/1, Plated G 2/11. Blue Packet, 3rd quai. E, 6d.; A two lengths 1/2 ; D, 1/4 ;
Plated G, 1/2 ; Silver G, 3/-.
Viola. Gold Label Gut A, 2/4 ; D, 2/8 ; Alum. D, 5/3 ; Silver G 9/3 ; C, 10/3. Black Label Gut A,
1/10 ; D 2/3; Alum. D, 3/9 ; Silver G, 4/10 ; C, 5/6.
Cello. Gold Label Gut A, 6/2 ; D, 7/6 ; Plated G, 9/- ; C, 10/6. Black Label Gut A, 5/- ; D, 6/2 ;
Plated G, 6/6 ; C, 7/6. Blue Packet Gut A ; 2/7 ; D, 3/- ; Plated G, 3/2 ; C, 3/9.
D'Bass. Gold, Black and Blue Label, G, 14/6, 9/6, 7/6 ; D, 21/8, 14/2, 11/4 ; A cov., 21/8, 14/5, 11/7.
E cov., 29/-, 19/4, 15/10.
The famous Cruft fine gauge supplied in the middle quality.
" SYMPHONY " All metal strings, covered Alum. Alloy and Flat chrome.

Violin Viola Cello

E . .. 1/2 Chrome 1/6 A . .. 2/4 Chrome 5/- A . .. 3/9 Chrome 8/3
A . .. I/M „ 4/2 D . .. 2/8 „ 5/9 D . .. 4/6 „ 1 1/6
D . .. 2/4 „ 5/- G . - 3/- „ 6/7 G . .. 5/3 „ 14/5
G . .. 2/8 „ 5/9 C . •• 3/9 „ 7/2 C . .. 6/9 „ 16/6

Harp. Gut per string, 1st Oct., 1/3 ; 2nd, 1/9 ; 3rd, 2/6 ; 4th, 4/3, 5th, 6/- ; 6th cov. 15/11.
Mail orders despatched by return. Postage extra.
Microtuner patent all metal tailpiece, 27/9. Latex Shoulder Pad, velvet cov. 9/9.

Sole Makers :

L. P. BALMFORTH & SON - VIOLINS - LEEDS 2
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"ÇûtljeUral
ALUMINIUM

ON GUT

VIOLIN A's and D's

These strings are preferred
by Violinists where plain Gut
strings do not exactly suit their
instruments, and their particular
technique. The Gut cores are
made from best English Gut
in our own factory. Before being
wound the core is matured and

tightly clad in a Silk jacket,
thus ensuring a snug foundation
for the covering wire and pre¬

venting wire-looseness.
No. I02i Aluminium Violin

A on Gut - - 4/3^
No. I03J Aluminium Violin

D on Gut - - 4/10
No. 203| Aluminium Viola

D on Gut - - S/10
Write for NEW LIST

OF ALL STRINGS

The MASTER-CRAFTSMAN says

"Made in England means the
best quality in the world "

These World-renowned

CHROMESPUN

Famous
artists and
players in
the world's su-

premeorchestras
use only the best
strings. Follow their
lead and play with the
best.

Metal-Plus VIOLIN
and VIOLA strings
are now fitted with the

FAMOUS 'TERTIS'
improved

BRIDGE CUSHION

Each genuine " Cathedral '
String also carries a Black

and Gold Seal (as illus¬
trated) as a further

protection, against
inferior substi¬

tutes.

No increase
Used and recommended
by Lionel Tertis, Paul Beard,
William Primrose, etc., etc.

Prices: VIOLIN E 1/54.
A;5/-. D5/11. G7/-. Set 19/4
VIOLA A 5/9. D 6/8. G 7/11.
C 9/10. Ser 30/-
The 'TERTIS' BRIDGE CUSHIONS can

be obtained from all good Music Dealers in
Complete Sets of 8 for 2/6
British made—available all over the world

All profits due to Mr. Tertis from the sale of these
Bridge Cushions are donated to the

MUSICIANS' BENEVOLENT FUND

in prices.

We are proud of the strings we make, and the
preference shown for " Cathedral " Strings by
famous artists and players in world-renowned
orchestras justifies our pride.

Modern scientific methods and
materials,—some of them exclu¬
sive to us,—are the great advan¬
tages that enable us to make
"Cathedral" the world's finest
strings.
Our complete list shows a range of 350
different kinds of strings for all instru¬
ments. You are invited to write for your
copy—sent post free.

Obtainable from all good Music Dealers all over the world, or write
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Editorial Notes

KOUSSEVITZKY, though he has reachedthe ripe age of seventy-six, has shed
none of his showmanship nor lost any of his
vigour : in fact in his recent concerts at the
Albert Hall with the London Philharmonic
he flogged the orchestra unmercifully. The
response was not always entirely satisfac¬
tory. On June 1, Prokofieff's Classical
Symphony revealed some lack of unanimity
in the string section, especially on high
notes. We hasten to add that this little work
is not as easy as it sounds and that we have
never heard a really satisfactory perform¬
ance by an English orchestra. Debussy's
"

La Mer " is also difficult, but we should
expect an orchestra of first rank to avoid
the numerous blemishes which disfigured
this performance, finely thought out as it
was from the conductor's point of view. The
string tone sounded thin but perhaps in a
different part of the hall the effect would
have been better. On June 11, Beethoven's
First Symphony was rushed through at
tremendous speed, but the details did not
suffer. Koussevitzky was evidently in a
hurry to get to grips with the Ninth, of
which he gave a dramatic performance,
effective if somewhat over-emphasized. The
London Philharmonic Choir sang remarkably
well in the Finale which has seldom gone
through with such verve and brilliance.

* * *

Darius Milhaud has not visited this
country since pre-war days. Meanwhile

many things have occurred and after being
exiled for years he is now again domiciled in
his native land, and musically he has increas¬
ed in stature so much that he is beginning to
appear one of the major figures of our time.
The reputation of leader of " Les Six "
obstinately clings to him however and he
seems to encourage this by continuing the
"

leg pulling " at which he is so adept.
We must include in this category his latest
effort, a pair of quartets, his fourteenth and
fifteenth, which may be played simultane¬
ously as an octet. The composer introduced
these at the Royal College of Music on May
26, and conducted the combined performance.
While as quartets these works are not remark¬
able, as an octet the resultis very satisfactory.
Milhaud also conducted a programme of his
newer works with the BBC Orchestra on

the Third Programme on May 27, which
left us with the impression that through
writing too quickly and too much the com¬
poser fails to do full justice to his enormous
talents. Too much of his energy is wasted
on merely occasional music, so that a work
like his Violin Concerto, admirably played
by Brosa, cannot be worked out fully enough,
and leaves us with a feeling of dissatisfaction
in spite of its attractive slow movement.
When he does give himself time to think,
however, as in the Third Symphony, the
results are magnificent. This work began as
a Te Deum for chorus and orchestra to
celebrate the composer's return to France
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and afterwards grew into a full-length
choral symphony. The writing for chorus
is original and effective and very beautiful.
The four movements are well contrasted and
full of interest and the Symphony must
count as one of the finest of recent years. The
composer must also be congratulated on his
efficient and vigorous conducting, remarkable
in one who is so obviously suffering from the
effects of ill-health.

* * *

Eugenia Uminska, a Polish violinist gave
a recital at Wigmore Hall on June 12. Born
in Warsaw, Miss Uminska studied with
Sevcik and Enesco and has become known
for her interpretations of modern Polish
music. Her programme was almost entirely
unfamiliar and it was rather difficult, even
for a critic, to assimilate so much complex
new stuff at one hearing. For that reason
Szymanowski's " Three Myths " including
the well-known " Fountain of Arethusa "
made most appeal. Miss Uminska's tone is
very full but of a rather shrill quality ; her
technique is very adequate, but her rhythm
is rather weak, and there was a certain lack
of unanimity in this respect with her pianist,
Ivor Newton. The memorizing of such a
programme must be considered something
of a feat and Polish music has in Miss
Uminska a doughty champion.

* * *

Tibor de Machula, a Hungarian 'cellist,
made a strong impression at his first London
recital at the Wigmore Hall, on June 1, in all
works requiring technical brilliance. For
that reason, perhaps, he was most to be
admired in the Loccatelli Sonata, which
offered most scope for the display of tech¬
nical accomplishment. His musicality was
also demonstrated in the Bach C major solo
Suite and the Beethoven D major Sonata
(in which he was partnered by the incom¬
parable Gerald Moore) and the De Falla
Suite. His tone could sometimes have been
more vital, but, neverthelesss, his playing
gives much pleasure, and he was forced to
give two encores at the close of the evening.

* * *

In the Spring, Frederick Ashton composed
a ballet to the music of Britten's " Les
Illuminations Now, from St. Gallen,
Switzerland, comes news that Mara Ivano-
vits, ballet mistress of the Stadttheater
there, has been similarly employed with the
music of his Sinfonietta for Chamber Orches¬
tra, Op. 1. It is called " Die versunken
Stadt " (The Sunken City).

William Primrose, who has arrived from
America, will give a very considerable num¬
ber of performances of the Bartok Viola
Concerto following the European première
at Edinburgh on September 2. His schedule
is not yet complete but already it includes
London, Bournemouth, Liverpool, Venice,
Rome, Geneva, Lausanne, Zurich, Paris,
Stockholm, Copenhagen, Vienna, Baden-
Baden and Munich.

* * *

David Sisserman recently gave two 'cello
recitals at the Abbey Community Centre.
At the first of these the programme included
his arrangement of Beethoven's Sonata,
Op. 30, No. 2 in C minor.

* * *

In Connection with the Dolmetsch Festival
an exhibition of early instruments will be
held at the Haslemere Educational Museum
from July 17 to 22. Demonstrations will be
given at 10 a.m. to 12 noon.

* * *

Alan Rawsthorne's Concerto for String
Orchestra was performed at the recent
Brussels Festival ; the orchestra was con¬
ducted by the composer. At the chamber
music concert P. Racine Fricker's String
Quartet was performed, the players being
the Amadeus.

* * *

The name of Alfred Moffat who died on

June 5, aged eighty-six, must have been
familiar to everyone who has tried to learn
a stringed instrument in the last fifty years,
but as a person he was little known. He was
the pioneer in the revival and editing of
string music of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries, especially that of the British
Isles. It seems incredible that in the nine¬
ties he found it impossible to persuade
English publishers that an English violin
school existed and had to go to Germany to
get his arrangements published. Though
in the end he was completely successful in
his efforts and the music he championed has
now become as familiar as that of the Vien¬
nese period, Alfred Moffat personally gained
little kudos from it. His reputation has been
over shadowed by his better-advertised
successors who, while benefitting from his
researches, have disagreed with his editorial
methods particularly in the matter of figured
basses. This is however largely a matter of
fashion and we may be sure that his name
will survive as long as string music is culti¬
vated.
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The Lesser Known Guadagnini

WHEN a violinist mentions Guadagniniit is assumed that he is referring to
Giovanni Baptista. Although in nine cases
out of ten he is the maker that the speaker
will have in mind it must not be overlooked
that some notable violins were made by other
members of this family. For example,
Lorenzo Guadagnini, the father of Giovanni
Baptista was an excellent maker, but unfor¬
tunately very few of his violins survive.
Lorenzo's work is of such merit that it has
been seriously suggested that he was a pupil
of Antonio Stradivari—a claim incidentally
which Lorenzo made on his labels, but there
is no real evidence—apart from his label—•
to support this. It is probable that the word¬
ing on his ticket was intended to convey
that he was a " follower " of the great
Cremonese. It is obvious that he and his
son, Giovanni Baptista, did their best to
copy the Stradivari model, for the reason
that they recognized it to be the best and not
because they had been his pupils.

Giovanni Baptista's son, Giuseppe (Joseph)
known in Italy as il soldato, was born at
Turin in 1736 and died in 1806. He worked in
Rome, Pavia and Turin, and occasionally
made a violin which was worthy of the family
reputation. There were also a number of
later Guadagnini who now and again made a
violin, but the family were principally
engaged in the repair of instruments (in¬
cluding, of course, violins) and in the manu¬
facture of guitars for which they had a
considerable reputation. There are (or were)
Guadagnini still working in Turin but
unfortunately they know very little of the
history of their ancestors.

This month we are illustrating a very
interesting violin made by two brothers of the
Guadagnini family, who worked in Turin
in the middle of the last century. This violin
is certified by Messrs. William E. Hill &
Sons as having been made by the Fratelli
(brothers) Guadagnini around 1840—50.
It is difficult to say with certainty which of
the three sons of Carlo Guadagnini were its
makers, but Messrs. Hill are of the opinion
that they were Gaetano II and Felice II,
eldest and youngest sons of Carlo Guadagnini
of Turin (1780-1839). Carlo's other son,
also a maker, was Giuseppe II. The relation¬
ship of the lesser members of this family is
somewhat confused owing to the duplica¬
tion of Christian names. It is hoped that the
accompanying genealogical table which has

kindly been supplied by Mr. A. Phillip Hill,
will simplify this. (See next page).

This table was originally obtained from an
Italian source. Dates have been purposely
omitted as these are not known for certain.
There are so many discrepancies in reference
books that it would be unwise to add to the
confusion.

This Brothers Guadagnini violin is at
present in the collection of Mr. Cyril Wood¬
cock of 220 Westbourne Grove, London,
W.l. Messrs. W. E. Hill & Sons mention on
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Lorenzo Guadagnini

Giov. Baptista Guadagnini

Giuseppe I Gaetano I Lorenzo

Felice I Carlo

Gaetano II Giuseppe II Felice II

Antonio

Francesco Giuseppe III

L

their certificate that it reproduces certain
features of Stradivari and that it is in an

"excellent state of preservation". They add
that the head would appear to be the work
of another maker.

The principal measurements are : Length
of body, 14 inches ; Upper bouts, 6 9/16
inches ; Middle bouts 4\ inches : Lower bouts
8 1/8 inches. The ribs measure 1 3/16 to
1| inches in depth.

A good idea of the modelling of this violin

can be obtained from the larger illustration
of the soundholes and middle bouts. The
low archings found on this instrument have
been found most successful from a tonal
viewpoint.

The back in two pieces, is of wood marked
bj' a faint small curl, that of the sides is
smaller and more pronounced, the wood of
the head being quite plain. The table is of
pine of fine and even grain and the varnish
of light red-brown colour.
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String Quartets
THE AMATEUR

By B. P. Mann

IN these days the performance of stringquartets has reached such heights of
perfection that the amateur must needs
stand at the bottom, looking up, and wonder¬
ing—will his capabilities take him even half¬
way up towards that dazzling pinnacle !

If a great love can compass all things, then
for the " amateur " (in the literal translation
of the word) there would be no difficulties.
But in the case of string playing, tho' love
is an absolute essential, it cannot produce the
finished player. It cannot lend him wings to
lift him effortlessly up to that peak of
perfection.

Up there live the giants, their names so
familiar to us all. Griller, Amadeus, Busch,
Hurwitz, Martin, Hungarian, and so on,
ad infinitum. Superbly gifted, no doubt,
each one of them, but superbly gifted too
with the capacity for intensive, gruelling
work.

These makers of heavenly music in
heavenly fashion, work ten times harder than
you or I can begin to imagine, to attain the
summit where they stand. And to remain on
that summit the stern recapitulation must
continue ; the repetition of a phrase, even
of a single bar, many hundreds of times, is no
exaggeration of the musician's working
hours.

I have heard tell of the Griller Quartet
living in obscurity in their early days, on a
South Coast beach, in an old railway carriage.
There to the sound of the waves, they spent
twelve hour days, working that silky sweet¬
ness for which they are specially famous
from their beloved instruments, thundering
their fortissimos, elaborating their de¬
crescendos to the finest thread of sound, till
they reached the high standard they had set
themselves. No five-day week for them, no
eight-hour day, no downing of tools. Twenty-
five years ago, four lads in student attire of
open-necked shirts and flannel trousers,
came on to the platform of one of the old
South Place Chamber Music Concerts. This
occasion was the opening bud of the perfect
bloom. Those who listened, recognized how
much there was yet to come. That bud has
now flowered. The four companions known
now all over the world as the " Griller,"
were those four lads on the threshold of their
fame. The flowering of their art has

brought to countless listeners both seen and
unseen, unspeakable delight, comfort, and
encouragement. And so with many others.
Each one no doubt, endowed with that
inexplicable " something " which I believe
the musician receives in his cradle, and added
to it that " genius which is the capacity for
taking pains."

* * *

So there we stand, lovers all, gazing up
humbly, yet not altogether unhopefully.
Travelling for all we are worth, even if we
never arrive. And surely this is far better
than never travelling at all. We must all agree
with Robert Louis there. We can in fact not
help ourselves. Love must needs find expres¬
sion. So much beauty is locked in those
pages of Beethoven, Schubert, Mozart,
Brahms, Bach—we can but try and turn the
key and do our best with what we find.

The trouble we amateurs have, is that
music through force of circumstances, cannot
be our vocation, only recreation. The time
we can spend in practising is often so
pathetically limited. Yet one does not
willingly' fall below the high standard of
these days. Gone are the old Victorian
times, when " a little music after dinner,"
meant a sentimental song by Lord Henry
Somerset with a simple accompaniment, a
Moszkowski pianoforte duet, a Handel Air
on the violin, followed by indiscriminate
applause. These were the more simple
uncritical days which lasted in England far
longer than on the Continent.

In Austria with " Papa Haydn " came the
string quartet, and a new world of music was
created. It is true our English church music
had from far earlier times consisted of bass
viols, fiddles, trumpets and so forth. But
with Haydn, Mozart, Schubert, and Beet¬
hoven, the quartet was reduced to the four
string voices. In this complete blending of
parts, the great masters found their perfect
medium, and all the glories of melody and
harmony were poured into it.

The amateur then, can but do his best,
practising in those odd half-hours, which
most of us can find if the urge is great
enough. Should the performer be a house¬
wife, even she (tho' less easily than the male)
can leave her fiddle where it can easily be
picked up, the music all ready on the stand
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and while the stew is simmering, with a mind
fairly free, put in some useful work.

The amateur pianist who hardly comes
into this article, has of course far the easiest
time for regular practice. He has but to sit
and open the keyboard, and then—away.
The violinist comes next. He has to tune,
over which he should take immense pains.
Such a phrase as, " that's near enough,"
should never be heard from a string player !
The greatest difficulties present themselves
to the violoncellist. That large and noble
king of instruments can, it is true, rest
against the corner of a wall from which it can
be fairly easily lifted. But now a chair has to
be fetched. And tuning is a more arduous
task than that of a fiddle, even requiring
physical strength. Unless in very good order,
pegs may slip or stick. Still, it can all be done.
And the reward, the next time the quartet
meets, is great.

* * *

In our small country home we have one
large room. The Blüthner Grand, greatest of
companions for a low-ceiled cottage,
stands unobtrusively along one wall. A long
wide sofa fits into a recess where listeners
may lounge at ease. In the remaining space a
quartet fits comfortably. A quintet with no
undue crowding, a sextet including a double
bass is perfectly manageable. The brick
hearth holds wood strips, a yard or more in
length—in gipsy fashion, these are pushed in
as they burn through. The duty of doing this
belongs to the listeners.

In the winter there are pale Iris Stylosa
opening their pencil-like buds on the mantle-
piece, and the exotic scent of Daphne floods
the room. On a fine night the curtains are not
drawn, and you can look out upon the fair
sky sprinkled with stars. Across a small paved
garden the orchard rises to a copse, bounded
by oaks, accacia and silver birch. In this
setting, not long ago, we explored, dis¬
covered and perfected to the utmost of our
ability, the Mozart string quartet in D
minor. On the " Listener's Bench " sat the
double bass, a spare violin, and a pianist.
All sensitive critical musicians, we were

keyed up to give of our best—to present
that particular white radiance, which is
Mozart.

* * *

Allegro Moderato. Mysteriously in sotto
voce, all the instruments enter. " Under the
voice," the literal translation, is a good
description of this peculiar covered sound—
like the veiled light of a " Pearl " electric

bulb. The falling minims in the 'cello are
particularly effective, tempering the gay tune
given out by the first violin, with a sombre
tinge. Clear cut, embellished with trills, the
first violin proceeds on its way, now soft,
now loud, in a higher register, the second
violin and viola following suit in slightly
different form. In a lesser degree but with a
telling sforzando the 'cello works its way in,
giving stability to the whole. Some florrid
passages for the first violin bring the first part
of the Allegro to a close. The second half
opens with a repetition of the first subject,
played forte by all instruments, with heavily
weighted descending minims in the 'cello.
Like some giant foot upon the stairs it sinks
to a whisper on the lowest step, there
performing in most effectively muttered
pp the first theme figure with trill. Mean¬
while the first fiddle is starting to tell the
story afresh, elaborating with many quips
and pranks till the sotto voce is reached again.
Then a shadow falls across the music, that
shadow which is never far off the composer's
sweet gaiety. Again and again the first
theme is reiterated, the whole worked out
towards the end of the movement with lightly
flung semi-quavers, sextlets and triplets from
the first fiddle's nimble bow, scattering spray
from a fairy watering-can. Under the high
song of the first violin, the second violin and
viola with heavier semi-quaver passages, form
the tapestried background. The 'cello plays
with sforzandos and murmured trills an
undercurrent of thoughtful soliloquy. With a
final burst of song, frothy and lighthearted
with ascending sextlets and trills from the
first violin, the movement ends in joyous
style.

* * *

Andante, in F major. Here we enter
gently into a perfect example of Mozart's
childlike simplicity, sweetness without being
sugary, and the tenderness which he knew so
well how to impart.

The whole movement is like some pleasant
hour of conversation amongst dear and well-
tried friends. The statement by the first
violin is the essence of sweet reasonableness.
A suggestion, reminiscent and gentle to
which all agree, each instrument adding its
quota of elaboration to the main theme.
The repeated broken chord, rising upwards,
shorn of its first semi-quaver, is a touch of
genius and originality, which could only have
come from a master-mind. If one wished to
saddle such music with words, how in¬
evitably one hears in this little phrase—
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"Yes indeed my dear fellow, I am in entire
agreement with you, entire agreement, we
will continue to discuss the matter." And
this they proceed to do, questioning, answer¬
ing, pondering. Heated argument does not
enter into it, only in the second section, a
slightly more emphatic statement in E flat
with some bars of running semi-quavers in
the first violin, assisted by viola and second
violin. After some wide-spread forte chords
from all three, it falls naturally, and almost
with a gesture of relief, back to the old well-
loved theme. No more amicable situation
between four friends could be imagined. Was
it perhaps the expression of a memory that
Mozart was re-living when he wrote this
exquisite Andante. The sweet nature of the
little boy who had once said to an Arch¬
duchess—" I love you—I will marry you
when I grow up," expanded in the young
man, but never embittered by the world's
hard knocks. He must have passed many
happy hours with friends, and in sublime
harmonies he crystalized the joys which life
had held for him.

To the very end the arpeggio persists.
At times heavily insistent by the 'cello,
rising in a beautiful crescendo in the first
violin, subsiding suddenly in all the parts, to
the final whispered quaver. The happy hour
is over.

* * *

Allegretto—Menuetto. The Menuet is
made of sterner stuff, with a clarion call,
most marked in the first violin and 'cello, it
calls for action. The dotted quaver followed
by semi-quaver speaks sternly to the slow,
the sleepy, the slothful, carrying with it an
infectious joie de vivre which will not be
gainsaid by listener or player. In the second
section a fairly long modulation, some of it in
subdued undertones enriched by the har¬
monies of all four instruments, leads back to a

recapitulation of that wonderfully ex-
hilerating call.

* * *

The Trio—in D major, is marked sempre
piano. A whimsical figure, executed almost
entirely by the first violin, every beat a semi¬
quaver dropping upon a dotted quaver.
What had Mozart in mind ? An elfin dance,
a glancing of light and shade in a woodland
glade ? It certainly suggests tiny pointed
feet with almost squirrel-like leaps in the
second part, to a high pinnacle of sound,
while the under instruments, in lightest
pizzicato, punctuate the movements of the
dancer with the beat of fairy drums. It is an

exquisite little piece of fancy free com¬
position, a delight both to performer and
listener, passing like a froth of foam upon a
crested summer wave. The return to the
virile Menuetto brings us back to earth—a
wholesome, joyous, eminently sane earth,
preparing us for more good to come, the
delicacy and infinite variety of the last
movement.

* * *

Allegretto ma non troppo. Here the first
violin enters, introducing the lightly stepping
theme in 6/8 time, decorated with the trills
in faultless taste, which we learn to expect
from Wolfgang Amadeus. What we did not
expect, was the piping call of the little groups
of semi-quavers, two at a time linked to a
quaver, lightened by a rest, in the higher
registers of the violin. We are reminded of
the early cries of a tiny woodland bird, high
upon some leafless bough in the first days of
spring. Lightheartedly the figure moves,
now this way, now that, standing out against
the rather sober background of the other
voices. After some repetition the bird ceases
its piping, and with a smooth sweeping bow
the first violin embarks upon a long passage
of semi-quavers rising now in arpeggios, now
in chromatic order, reminiscent still, in some
subtle fashion of the bird-song, but re¬
sonantly forte and virile. The second violin
adds weight with semi-quaver triplets, the
viola aiding with a steady six quavers, forte,
piano, forte, piano, giving an undercurrent
of excitement to the rising emotions of this
development section.

At intervals, above the drumming of the
bass, the piping is heard faintly on the air.
Mozart cannot live in the shadows for long.
A short section in D major follows, shorn of
trills, following in melody and sweetness the
first part played in unison by the two
violins, giving it a majesty which denies any
flavour of sugariness, bringing the whole
movement back to the spring-like song and
the woodland atmosphere in the original key.
Very marked are the high semi-quavers
given to each instrument in turn, subtly
altered to semi-quaver triplets, at times
played piano with the merest shiver of the
bow, ending finally with a triumphant forte
by the first violin, the other voices producing
a rich undergrowth of harmony in measured
time.

îji î|i îfc

And so we lean back in our chairs, and for
some moments there is silence, each thinking
his own thoughts. In the listeners' corner
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there is silence too, which, as everyone
knows, is the sincerest mark of appreciation
any audience can give. Then a log slips, the
sparks fly upwards—the spell is broken. The
pianist gives a long sigh, returning from some

world of his own. The double-bass does not
move, Mozart has spun a web from which he
cannot easily emerge. The spare violin
murmurs a " thank you." The door from the
next room opens. It is " coffee-time."

The Double Bass
ACCESSORIES, ADJUSTMENTS Etc.

By F. A. Echlin

THE double bass and bow having somany accessories and requiring so
many adjustments, I thought it better to
devote a separate article to this subject,
because to intersperse descriptions of ac¬
cessories and adjustments in the other
articles would make the text rather unwieldy,
and thus a concentration is more informa¬
tive and convenient for reference.

Although certain parts of the instrument
may be regarded as integral, I should like
to say something about them as they have to
be considered from the viewpoint of adjust¬
ments. The bridge (which is usually made of
beech-wood) should have feet which are
exactly shaped to the curve of the belly ;
the notches for the strings must not be deep,
and it is advisable to rub a little graphite
powder in them so as to prevent the strings
from pulling over the bridge unduly.

The curve of the bridge should follow the
curve of the fingerboard, but in any case, it
should be so adjusted that all strings may be
bowed separately with easy clearance. The
fingerboard (almost always made of ebony)
should conform to a straight edge in its
length, and be well curved in its width, with
the side under the lowest or fourth string,
flattened to avoid " buzzing " of the string
(a " Romberged " fingerboard).

Strings can hardly be regarded as acces¬
sories, but a good deal of care and judgment
is needed for their selection. The gauge is a
matter for individual suitability, some play¬
ers preferring thin strings, others thick ones,
but apart from personal choice, the thickness
of the instrument's plates, or belly and back,
must be a guide to the gauge of strings used.
Nowadays, the third or A string is invariably
made of wire covered gut—gut A strings are
no longer used, as their tone is fluffy or tubby,
but here and there one comes across them as

some players consider that their durability
is a great advantage ! For the preservation
of the gut strings, it is well to rub them
occasionally with a little almond oil, care
being taken to wipe the strings thoroughly

afterwards and to prevent the oil from com¬
ing in contact with the bow.

A string gauge is a useful accessory, the
size of the most suitable strings should be
marked on such a gauge, and the strings
always selected accordingly. The mute,
(usually made of ebony) is not often required
but can be used with great effect sometimes
for the peculiarly sombre tone it produces.
The tailpiece, mostly made of ebony, but
often of stained hardwood, may be modelled
like a 'cello tailpiece, with holes and slots and
a little supporting fret, but many tailpieces
have plain holes through which the strings
are passed. To attach a tailpiece to the end pin
various materials are used, but the most
satisfactory of these is cotton cored twisted
steel cable about 3/16 in. thick. This cable
is very strong and pliable, and gives the tail¬
piece freedom of movement which is not
possible with solid wires of iron or brass.

The endpin of the bass was formerly made
of boxwood provided with a steel point to
set the instrument firmly on the floor. This
arrangement was found to have disadvan¬
tages and most basses are now fitted with
adjustable sliding endpins similar to those
used on 'cellos. The great advantage of
such an endpin is that the instrument can
be readily adjusted to the height of the
player. Sharp steel points are not desirable
for endpins, as they damage floors and floor
coverings and do not grip the stone or tiled
floors of churches and other buildings. I
have found that it is best to have a rubber

cap on the endpin point, this gives a firm
grip on all surfaces without damaging them.

Double bass strings are controlled by a
machine head, a system which was first
introduced by Bachmann in the year 1778.
Before this time we must assume that large
wooden pegs like violin or 'cello pegs, were
fitted to basses, a survival of part of which is
still seen in cheap German factory bass
machine heads : the solid simple wooden
pegs must indeed have needed a great
expenditure of strength for tuning !
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The best machine heads are made of brass,
and for choice the toothed wheels of the metal
pegs should be of fairly large diameter, as
accurate tuning is facilitated thereby. The
cogs, threads of screws and bearings should
be kept oiled, and the various screws should
be kept tight, as looseness gives rise to
rattling when playing—this applies also to
brass plates which may be fitted to the peg-
box, as loose screws in these may also cause
buzzing or rattling when the strings are
bowed.

Although much better command of the bass
is achieved by the standing position of the
player, this is tiring during long orchestral
performances, and it is necessary to be
provided with a stool which must be of a
suitable height for the player, the only
advice that can be given here is that the stool
should not be too low. Stools for bass players
have been designed, some with special foot
and back rests, but it is obviously impossible
to expect these to be provided, and if a
player wishes to have one of these always,
he will have to take it about with him, which
is an additional difficulty with an already
unwieldy instrument.

To protect the clothes from becoming
shiny by contact with the upper part of the
bass when playing, a cloth of some kind is
often laid over the ribs near the shoulder of
the instrument, and may be kept in position
by tapes tied under the fingerboard.

The Double Bass Bow. The hair may
be either black or white. Black horsehair
is coarser and more durable and many play¬
ers prefer it, but unbleached white horsehair
produces a better tone—other things being
equal—it does not, however last as long as
black hair, and for certain classes of orches¬
tral playing and for long periods, black hair
may be advantageous. Anyhow, I advise
the beginner to have his bow mounted with
the best white unbleached horsehair and to
use such a bow during the early stages of his
playing, so as to fulfil one of the conditions
for good tone production.

It is usual to have leather lapping on that
part of the stick held by the fingers ; this
gives a better grip of the bow, and protects
the stick from wear.

The double bass rosin differs from violin
or 'cello rosin in that it is not a pure hard
powdery material which produces a fine
white powder on the bow hair, but is com¬
pounded of resins and waxes, the combination
of which gives the hiir a certain degree of
tackiness, enabling the player to attack or

"

bite " the thick strings so as to ensure full
vibration. Some of these bass rosins are

graded, according to their melting points,
and there is a selection for cold and hot wea¬

ther and for intermediate temperatures. The
rosin is best kept in a little square of soft
leather to prevent particles from getting on
the fingers during application. This is a good
place to mention that the belly of the bass
and stick of the bow should be kept as free
as possible from particles of rosin.

There are various kinds of cases and covers

for double basses. A wooden case is a heavy
and cumbersome affair but it may be neces¬
sary to have one if the instrument has to be
moved about much by rail or left in exposed
places in halls, etc. Cases are also made of
wicker-work which has the advantage of
lightness. As the size and shape of double
basses vary so much, it is of course necessary
to make sure of a correct fit. Covers are made
either of heavy serge cloth or of water¬
proofed canvas ; the most serviceable kind
in my opinion is a cover of waterproofed
canvas lined with cloth and provided at the
back opening with glove buttons extending
nearly to the scroll ; this facilitates removal
and replacement of the cover with the instru¬
ment standing upright in a limited space.
Some bass covers have stitched on pockets
for the bow, but it is unwise to use these as a
cover may be hurriedly removed, forgetting
that a bow is enclosed, and in putting the
cover aside, the bow may be badly damaged.
The bow is best kept in a cloth or canvas
case, to the opening end of which there can
be attached some straps or tapes for fastening
round the instrument's neck, so that the bow
in its case shall lie safely under the finger¬
board.

Although this article was to be devoted to
accessories and adjustments, it may not be
out of place to discuss some matters which are
not strictly included under this heading.
Therefore the following subjects will be of
interest (i) Insurance : A double bass is
much more exposed to damage than other
musical instruments and it is essential to
insure it accordingly, (ii) Transport : the
only really satisfactory solution is when the
player is a motorist. Carrying the bass
personalty or by a porter, or carriage by
any form of public transport are all difficult
and risky methods, (iii) Care of the instru¬
ment : When left at a church or concert hall,
etc., one should make sure that the bass is
put in a safe corner away from stoves or
radiators ; and to prevent interference it is
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Just a few words to
AMERICAN READERS

We here in England take great pride in the
preference shown for " Cathedral " Strings by
world famous artists and players in the re¬
nowned American Orchestras. We are confident
that no finer strings are obtainable anywhere,
because :—Our craftsmen use only the finest
materials to produce, with precision, the
superior grades of " Cathedral " Strings which

are the world's accepted strings for Violin and
Viola.

If you have not experienced their superiority,
follow the professionals—choose " Cathedral "—
because :—the " Cathedral " label ensures fine
tone, easy response, accuracy in fifths, and
uniformity at all times for the most critical
performance.

Made in England
CHROMESPUN" METAL-PLUS for VIOLIN and VIOLA

The famous STAINLESS STEEL. VIOLIN E. No. 3017 in 3 gauges.
" CATHEDRAL " GUT VIOLIN A tested No. 301 in straight lengths.

Each genuine
" Cathedral "
String carries a
Black and Gold
SeaKas illustrat¬
ed) as a protec¬
tion against in¬
ferior substitutes.

Write to Sole U.S.A. representative for prices
and nearest stockists

KENNETH (S) WARREN
Rare Old Violins, 28E Jackson, Chicago

The famous 4 TERTIS '
BRIDGE CUSHIONS

are now available

in the U.S.A. and Canada

Available through leading jobbers in Canada.
Sole distributors : S. Paskal & Co.

263 St."Catherine St. East, Montreal.

OXFORD BOOKS
THE

OXFORD COMPANION TO MUSIC
by

Percy A. Scholes, M.A., D.Litt., Hon. D.Mus. (Oxon)
The famous handy one-volume book of reference on music which is thoroughly read¬
able by the professional musician and also by every intelligent person who feels an
interest in music and wishes to know more about it

Eighth edition ready August, 1950 42s. net
Other books by Dr. Scholes :—

THE LISTENER'S HISTORY 3 volumes each 7s. 6d. net

Complete edition 21s. net

GREAT MUSICIANS 3 volumes each 7s. 6s. net

Complete edition each 21s. net

Presentation edition 23s. net

THE LISTENER'S GUIDE TO MUSIC 6s. net

RADIO TIMES MUSIC HANDBOOK 6s. net

(4th edition published this Spring)

PXFORD imiVERSlTY PRESS
-^^44 Conduit Street, London W.l —
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By M. B.

DURING the summer months the callof the open air often causes music
students to relax from their studies and enjoy
a well-deserved respite after their work of
the winter. Cellists seem to be especially
attracted to the great international tennis
matches at the Stade Roland Garros in
Paris, at Wimbledon and the Queens Club
in London, and other world-famous clubs,
where they can be found watching the play
with absorbed interest. This year, the
President of the International Federation,
Dr. Russell Kingman, is a famous amateur
'cellist, and, as a leading Parisian 'cello
professor recently remarked at the Finals
of the French Championships, there is
certainly a great affinity between the racket
and the bow.

The fact is that the so-called purists who
consider that music and sport belong to two
entirely different categories, are very much
mistaken. Watching fine tennis from the
side-line can and should be far more than a

stimulating form of " escapism " to all musici¬
ans. Instrumentalists can learn innumerable
lessons from what they see, if they observe
well and afterwards weigh up the match-
play and translate it, in their own minds,
into terms of technique and psychology,
that apply equally in musical performance.

The general qualities of a fine athlete are
much the same as those of a great concert
artist. Both require quickness of thought
and movement : judgment and timing in
striking, whether this refers to a ball or a
note on an instrument : the ability to vary
speed and placing at will, to suit each indi¬
vidual occasion, and the power of visualizing
a situation as a whole and adapting the tech¬
nical approach to meet its demands. Further¬
more, proficiency in tennis demands a self-
knowledge on the part of the player, and a
sense of " climax ", in order to judge the
game, measure the staying power of the
adversary and decide where to husband
strength and where to go " all out ".

This brings us to another side of the
question. When looking on at a tennis
match it is also possible to receive object
lessons in what not to do at concert perform¬
ance. For instance, during the past few
years some talented athletes who to a certain
extent lack the physical stamina of their
opponents, have made a practice of saving
themselves by throwing away whole sets

g Through
Stanfield

in order to relax before the vital match set.
This may be permissible in the laws of the
game, but its effect on the onlookers is much
the same as the impression made on a concert
audience, should a 'cellist play the Sarabande
of a Bach Suite entirely tonelessly, in order
to execute the more lively movements with
renewed vigour. By seeing this device
exploited visually on the courts, instrumen¬
talists are reminded that although it is always
necessary in music, as in sport, to breathe and
rest at certain points, so that there is a re¬
serve of strength left for the final culmination,
relaxation, if applied in excess, can be most
inartistic. It is essential in both cases, to
learn how to conserve the intensity by
avoiding unneccessary, wasteful effort, so
that it can be used with heightened purpose
on every occasion when it is most needed.

There are probably almost as many strokes
and varieties of " shots " in tennis as there
are different types of touch and bowings in
instrumental playing. It can be necessary
to swing the racket with strength, delicacy,
swiftness or deliberation : tennis experts
have to be prepared to vary the flight of the
ball so that sometimes it is hard, sometimes
soft, they must be able to control it, so
that it can travel quickly or slowly, and fall
from a height or skim the net, as they desire.
All strokes, however, hold one factor in com¬
mon, they require perfect co-ordination
of the arm and shoulder muscles. Just as in
bowing, this has to be present all the time,
whether the movement is a large one, as in a
"

serve " ora small one as in a " drop shot ".
It is here that tennis can teach the alert

'cellist its most valuable lesson. It reveals
so perfectly the tremendous importance of
"

Following through " with the whole
unit of the arm and shoulder, while using
each section in an individual way. In bowing,
many students are apt to become so engrossed
in the problems of the fingers, the wrist and
the lower arm, that after a time those of the
upper arm and shoulder are neglected. The
hand has to move so much farther than the
top of the arm when the bow is pulled in and
out on whole bows, that it seems to do nearly
all the work, whereas on short bows the
upper arm often has the appearance of being
completely immobile. This, actually, is
entirely fallacious, as the performances of
our greatest master 'cellists show, and as we
are constantly reminded when watching those
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THOMASTIK STRINGS — NEW PRICES
VIOLIN VIOLA 'CELLO

E 2/10, A 9/4 A 13/-, D 15/- A 19/6, D 27/-D 12/6, G 15/- G 16/9, C 18/- G 30/6, C 33/6

Tailpiece tuners for all metal strings
Violin : 25/- Viola : 27/6 Cello : 40/-

Carl Flesch Chin Rests. Violin : 22/6 Viola : 22/6
The Voigt Shoulder Rest. Violin and Viola : 22/6

Half-size 'cello by C. A. Zeitler, 1912. Three-quarter 'cello by Neuner & Hornsteiner, 1877

VIOLA Cases for Large-size instruments including the " Tertis " model. Rexine £4 10 0.Velvet lined £6 10 0. Leather covered and velvet lined £9 15 0

Well seasoned wood for Violin and Viola making

All-metal music stands of excellent quality 42/-

VIOLIN MAKERS, REPAIRERS and EXPERTS since the year 1699
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Obtainable from all good dealers or direct from :
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stimulating tennis duals by top ranking
players. The smooth stroking of the bows
should come from the swing of the whole arm
unit, focused by the wrist movement and con¬
trolled by the action of the fingers on the
frog. On short detached notes, there should
also be a slight subconscious use of the mus¬
cles of the upper arm whenever the tempo
permits the bow to be lifted infinitesimally
off the string, so that the change of bow can
be made in the air between the two notes.
Without it, the bowing becomes stilted and
unnatural, just as at tennis, shots would be
missed if the arm movement were to lose its
suppleness and control.

It is one of the most usual defects on the
'cello for the tone to be choked through
over-bowing and giving too much pressure
on the string. Many readers know that this
is often a question of general posture. Even
should the position of the instrumentalist

Music
Bach. Choral Prelude, " In our Hour of
Deepest Need " arranged for horns, trumpet,
violas, 'cellos and basses, by Sir John Bar-
birolli. (Oxford University Press, Score 3s.,
parts 6d. each). Said to be the last piece of
music Bach wrote, this has been arranged in a
manner which though unusual should be
deeply impressive. One to four horns, a
trumpet, two violas, three 'cellos and a bass
are required.
Bach. Suite for Strings, arranged Jacques.
(O.U.P. Score 6s., parts Is. 8d. each). The
movements have been taken from various
sources and combined in an effective suite
suitable for string orchestra, large or small
and only moderately difficult.
Alec Rowley arrangements : Hummell
" Minuet," Tchaikovsky " Polka ". (/.
Williams, Scores 2s. 6d., parts 5d. each).
These are the latest additions to the Williams'
Orchestra Series arranged by Alec Rowley
for strings with optional wind and piano,
and should be useful to school orchestras.
John Stanley. Concerto No. 3 arranged by
Gerald Finzi. (Boosey and Hawkes, Full

be good, however, the sonority can be spoilt
if the bow is not allowed to " follow through "
along its entire length. Especially must this
be consciously remembered on up bows.
Less proficient players frequently make the
mistake of ignoring the inward push of the
upper arm when coming back at the nut.
It is as essential to think of this as it is to
remember to come in with the wrist high and
to straighten the fourth finger on the frog.

After watching a fine and exciting tennis
match, it is inevitable that one should reflect
upon the games, critically and analytically.
String players should learn to apply this
mental " post-mortem " to their own prob¬
lems. Above all, it is advisable to recall how
the swing of the racket guides the flight of the
ball, because in so doing, they will almost
automatically find that they are giving re¬
newed concentration, in thought and action,
to a vital but frequently forgotten point in
technique.

Reviews
score 7s.). John Stanley (1713-86), the blind
composer, left this work in several different
arrangements. Mr. Finzi has edited it so that
it may be played as a solo keyboard concerto
or as a concerto grosso with continuo.
The music is animated and not difficult, and
should make an attractive concert item.
Alan Bush. " English Suite " for strings,
Op. 28. (J. Williams, Full score 15s.). Mr.
Bush has simplified his idiom and does not
disdain the use of folk tunes. His harmony is
still modern, but not unpleasant and he
writes well for strings. Combinations of a
fair size and good technique should enjoy this
music.
Stravinsky. " Danse Russe," from Pet-
rouchka arranged for violin and piano by S.
Dushkin. (Boosey and Hawkes, 3s.). While
this makes an effective virtuoso piece it
seems rather a travesty of the original and
those who already know the latter will
hardly approve.
D. Scarlatti. Sonata No. 6 for violin and
clavier. (Augener, 3s.). This continues the
set of eight Sonatas which Mr. Lionel Salter

F G ROST VIOLIN MAKER AND REPAIRER* • * 9 VIOLINS BOUGHT, SOLD AND EXCHANGED
five years head repairer for rudolph wurlitzer company, new york

In stock, a number of fine Old Violins, together with examples of my own work.
Violin Repairing and Bow Rehairing a speciality. Strings, etc.

44, LEXINGTON STREET, GOLDEN SQ., LONDON, W.i
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2/7 M D ... 5/-
3/6 „ G Plated ... ... 4/10
51- » c „

„ G Silver
... 61-

5/10
... 10/6

2/10 » c „ ... 15/-
3/8
4/4
5/5

DOUBLE BASS
Gut G 10/10

„ D ...

Covered A
13/3

13/9, 18/6

ALBERT ARNOLD Ltd.
have a choice selection of Violins and Bows by famous makers. They call attention to a ííuperb Violin by

HANNIBAL FAGNOLA, TURIN, 1900
an exact replica of J. B. Guadagnini, 1773. In an excellent state of preservation.
Fine violins by Giovanni Grancino, Lorenzo Ventapane, Spiritus Sorsano, Gand, Perry, Thomas Kennedy.
A fine Cello by Lorenzo Ventapane, Naples. A choice selection of Violin bows, from 30s. to £20, Viola bows, from£2 10s. to £15, Cello bows, from £2 10s. to £15, Double Bass bows from £5 to £12 10s.
FINE QUALITY STRINGS ARE A SPECIALITY OF THE FIRM AND ARE QUOTEDAS FOLLOWS :—

VIOLIN VIOLA 'CELLOWire E 6d., 1/-, 1/6 Gut A
Gut A 1/8 „ D
„ D ... ... ... 1/10 „ D Alum, covered
,, D Alum, covered 3/3, 4/10 ,, G Silver covered
„ G Silver covered 5/6, 6/- ,, C ,, ,,

Silver on Steel A ... 2/6 Silver on Steel A
» » D ... 3/3 „ „ „ D
,, „ G ... 3/8 „ „ „ G

» „ ♦, C
CHROMESPUN STRINGS
Violin ... ... 19/4 per set
Viola 30/— „ „

Covered
E ; ' 18/6

Shaped Violin Cases, £3 10s. Od. 'Cello Canvas Covers, £3 19s. 6d. Bass Canvas Covers, £6

Pirastro Strings and Thomastik Strings
We specialize in Conductors' Batons.

39, GERRARD STREET, LONDON, W.l
Gerrard 3030

Musical Construction
By L. HENDERSON WILLIAMS

A treatise on elementary harmony and composition for young students.
Cloth Boards, 126 pages, Crown Octavo.

Price 5/- net.

Schubert's Compositions
By W. WELLS-HARRISON

A critical study of this composer's works for Piano and Strings.
Cloth Boards, 94 pages, Crown Octavo.

Price 5/- net.

Digital Dexterity for Musicians
By L. van STRATEN

A method of strengthening and rendering the fingers flexible for Instrumentalists
whose facilities for practice are limited.
Paper covers, 16 pages, Crown Octavo.

Price 1/6 net.

THE STRAD OFFICE, 2 DUNCAN TERRACE, LONDON, N.l
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is editing from a manuscript found in Venice.
This Sonata is very characteristic and
pleasing and is a substantial addition to the
repertoire.
Chopin. Etudes, Op. 10, Nos. 2 and 6, and
Op. 27, No. 3. Arranged for violin and piano
by Spivakovsky. (Schirmer, 5s. 4d., 4s. 4d.,
and 4s. 4d.). Some music is so characteristic¬
ally written for one instrument that it resists
attempts to transcribe it for another. These
pieces are in that category.
Chopin. Nocturne Op. posth. Transcribed
for 'cello, and piano by F. L. York. (Schirmer
3s. 4d.). This is a more successful arrange¬
ment, largely because the arranger has not
scrupled to scrap ineffective bits and sub¬
stitute something of his own. Why not
attempt an original composition ?
C. Armstrong Gibbs. Three Pieces, Op. 121
for 'cello and piano (1) She Loves Me Not.
(2) Nocturne. (3) A Laughing Tune. (Augen-
er, 2s. 6d. each). These are very pleasant
tuneful pieces in a simple but individual
style with a fair range for the 'cello but not
particularly difficult.
Emanuel Vardi. Suite on American Folk
Songs for violin, or viola and piano. (Schirmer,
9s.). The unsophisticated rustic atmosphere
of these tunes is very attractive and the
composer has managed to retain it in his
setting which is well written for both instru¬
ments and though entirely diatonic, is not
lacking in harmonic originality.
M. Duparloir. " Rêve d'enfant " for
violin and piano. (Bosworth, 2s. 6d.).
Sugary and sentimental.
Alan Richardson. " Autumn Sketches "
for viola and piano. (O.U.P., 4s. 6d.). It is
unusual these days to come across a work
which has melodic and harmonic interest and
sufficient technical difficulty to be worth
working at without being impossible for
ordinary mortals. Mr. Richardson's little
suite does however fall m this category and
we hope there will be plenty more from the
same pen.
Wieniawski. " Le Sautillé " freely arranged
for violin and piano by Max Rostal. (Novello,
2s. 6d.). This makes a real virtuoso piece
which should be very useful for recital
purposes.

Antony Hopkins. Partita for solo violin.
(Chester, 3s. 6d.). The difficulty of combining
musical with technical interest in such a

restricted medium has been overcome quite
ingeniously and there is considerable har¬
monic variety without excess of chordal work.
The five movements are short and to the

point. The last chord of the third line from
the end needs a D natural to make it possible.
Sydney Twinn. " Twelve Old English
Songs," arranged for two violins. (Augener,
3s.). These are intended as studies for
elementary students in time, bowing, and
intonation and are confined to the first
position. They should be very useful.
Francis Chagrin. Prelude and Fugue for
two violins. (Augener, 5s.). The continual
semitonal clashes are rather tiresome. Mr.
Chagrin has a consistent sort of style but it
is not very easy on the ear, nor very grateful
for the players.
Benjamin Frankel. String Quartet No. 1.
(Augener, Min. Score 3s.). Though modern
enough in harmony, this Quartet is not too
complex and technically not beyond the
capabilities of a good amateur team.
Thomas Tomkins. Fantasia for three viols
No. 11. ( Viola da Gamba Society, Publication
No. 2). Scored by Arnold Dolmetsch, this
is for treble, tenor and bass viols, but it could
of course be played by the normal string
trio. Reproduction is photographic from
manuscript and is very legible. A single
run through, however, revealed misprints
in the tenor (bar 36) and treble (last bar)
which should have been eradicated.
Thomas B. Pitfield. Sonatina for flute
and piano. (Oxford University Press, 5s.).
Tuneful and simple both harmonically and
technically for both instruments.
Bach, arranged G. Barrère. Siciliano for
flute (or violin) and piano. (Chappell),
2s. 6d.). Makes a useful study in breathing
and phrasing.
Alan Richardson. French Suite for oboe
and piano. (Oxford University Press, 7s. 6d.
A set of five very pleasant pieces in a style
which recalls the 18th century while using
modern idioms. Oboe players will find that
the part keeps them busy though technical
difficulties are not extreme.

THE DOUNIS PRINCIPLES OF VIOLIN PLAYING
Their Meaning and Practical Application

by VALBORG LELAND
(Head of the Violin Department, Stephens College, Columbia, Missouri)

The purpose of this book is to give the fundamental principles of violin playing that are essential for the elementary student as
well as for the advanced violinist. They may be applied to any method, instruction book, and repertoire since the main object
is to show the rational way of handling the bow and left hand. Price 10/- net (Postage 6d extra)

THE STRAD OFFICE, 2 DUNCAN TERRACE, LONDON, N.I
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NEW VIOLIN and
PIANO WORKS

By ALEC ROWLEY

BERGERETTE

SCHERZETTO

MAZURKA

2/- each

Standard Works for Violin

Carrodus Duets for 2 Violins - - 16

(18 Duets by Derekum and Gebauer)
Carrodus Duets for 2 Violin Books - 16

(6 Duets by F. Pleyel)
Scales and Arpeggios for Violin,

H. Tolhurst - -- -- -30

J. B. CRAMER & Co. Ltd.
139 NEW BOND STREET,
LONDON, W.l. MAYfair 3456

L. — — —

66Finger Magic"
HOW THE MASTER

MUSICIAN IS MADE

" I have been reading a little booklet which I have termed
' Finger Magic,' and I would very much like to place this book
in the hands of every pianist, violinist, and 'cellist in the Kingdom.

" We all know that the secret of the virtuosi does not consist
in the amount of time they expend in instrumental practice—one
recently stated that he often does not touch the instrument for
a week, and another has affirmed that musicians are positively
superstitious about practice. The secret of the success of the
great masters must therefore be looked for in another direction
than in the capacity for hard grinding practice on orthodox lines,
and I have been experimenting with a system which promises a
solution.

" The system to which I refer develops the hands, not by
practice in the ordinary sense, but by a series of exercises, based
on sound psychological as well as physiological laws ; the almost
immediate effect of which is to increase the stretching
capacity of the hand, and the descriptive booklet, issued by the
Cowling Institute, contains some astonishing letters from
musicians which would convince me, even if not backed up by my
own experience, that the quickest and easiest way to develop the
strength and flexibility of the wrist and fingers so essential to
pianists, violinists and 'cellists is to perform the operation away
from the instrument when the mind can be centred upon that
object alone.

" I anticipate that within a measurable period the knowledge
contained in this little book, and in the lessons given by the
Cowling Institute, will form part of the curriculum of every
teacher, and be a necessary equipment of every violinist, 'cellist,
and pianist."

ERNEST JAY, F.R.C.O.

NOTE.—The booklet referred to above may be obtained free on
application to the Secretary, Cowling Institute, 60 New
Oxford Street, London, W.C.I.

FACILITIES
American readers of " The Strad " will do
well to write to us for our brochure to be

published in September. Gratis, of course.

This work will accurately describe the many
fine instruments purchased by us during
our stay in Europe. Our colleagues and friends
in England have as usual, given us full facil¬
ities for the purchase of the finest instruments
and bows. This, coupled with our expert

knowledge of the needs of the player, brings
to America one of the choicest collections

offered. Just about anything you can ask for
will be available.

28 EAST JACKSON BOULEVARD

CHICAGO

■■■IMl
M

■

Granville Bantoek

VIOLIN SONATA

No. 2 in D

DURATION 31 MINUTES

•

Price 7/6
—•—

GOODWIN & TABB, LIMITED
I 36-38 Dean Street, London, W.l
II
III
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Gramophone Notes
By Arthur Dennington

Decca
Barber. Adagio for Strings. Boyd Neel

Orchestra X305. This little work seems to
have won as much popularity as the rest of
the modern American repertoire put together.
While I would hesitate to rate it as highly
as this, it certainly deserves its success.
This performance is a good one and is record¬
ed with a surprising range of volume. There
is an intrusive hum in the first few grooves.

Puccini. " They call me Mimi " and " Your
Tiny Hand is Frozen " (La Boheme).
Judith Hellwig (soprano) and Libero de
Luca (tenor), with the Studio Orchestra
Beromünster (Scherchen) K2297. Both sing¬
ers have the authentic Italian quality and are
reproduced very realistically. I have not
heard any previous recordings from Bero¬
münster, but if this is their standard then
there is little doubt they will be heard again.

Fauré. " La Bonne Chanson ". Sophie
Wyss (soprano) and Kathleen Long (piano)
AF9414/8. Written in the nineties to poems
of Verlaine, this is one of the finest of Fauré's
song cycles and includes some of his most
characteristic writing for both voice and
piano. Sophie Wyss seems rather unhappy
in attacking her top notes, which are ill-
defined in pitch, but the general effect is
pleasing enough and the piano parts are
played in a masterly fashion.

Puccini. " Un bel di vedremo " (Madam
Butterfly) " In quelle trine morbide " (Manon
Lescaut). Renata Tebaldi (soprano) with
L'Orchestre de la Suisse Romande (Erede)
X327. An outstanding voice with a wide
range of dramatic expression and of pleasing
quality.

Roussel. Suite in F. London Philharmonic
Orchestra (Münch) AX317/8. The recording
companies have not been too kind to Roussel
and he is a composer whose works need re¬
peated hearings before their meaning becomes
clear. The " Suite en Fa " is one of his
more approachable works and I can recom¬
mend it to anyone who is not yet broken in to
the composer's style. The playing is adequate

if not brilliant but the recording is a little
veiled, possibly through excess of reverbera¬
tion in the Kingsway Hall where the records
were made.

Wildman. Vienna Concerto. Jacqueline
Blancard (piano) with L'Orchestre de la
Suisses Romande (conducted by the com¬
poser). K2331. The success of the Warsaw
Concerto makes inevitable a whole crop
of similar perpetrations. I find this bare¬
faced robbery of Rachmaninoff a little
nauseating.

Massenet. " Le rêve de des Grieux "
(Manon) with Bizet " Romance de Nadir "
(Les Pêcheurs de Perles). Richard Lewis
(tenor) with the London Symphony Orches¬
tra (Joseph Kripps) K2291. Mr. Lewis has a
voice of delightful quality which he manages
well. He does not seem yet to have much
range of emotional expression but he handles
passages of dramatic intensity in good style.

Schumann. Dichterliebe Op. 48. Suzanne
Danco (soprano), with Guido Agosti (piano).
AK2311/3. Which is the senior partner in
these songs, voice or piano ? The artists are
so fine and so sympathetic that it does not
matter. The songs were presumably intended
for a man, but they could hardly have been
made more effective than they are in this
recording, which allows each word, each
syllable even, to be clearly heard, and repro¬
duces the piano tone admirably.
Columbia

Bach. Bourées 1 and 2 and Sarabande
from Suite No. 3 for 'cello solo. Gaspar
Cassado. LX 1295. Mr. Cassado has a

tone of fine quality and plays well, but to
make a solo 'cello acceptable and to compete
with previous recordings, something more is
required.
H.M.V.

Smetana. Aus der Heimat. Mischa Elman
(violin) with Wolfgang Rosé (piano) DA1942.
This is played with brilliance and spirit
which atone for occasional clumsiness and
dubious intonation of less important notes.

Genuine Old Violins, Violas and 'Cellos. PIRASTRO & THOMASTIK Strings and
all Accessories

THOMAS SMITH
19 & 20 Easy Row (oppmifom^-y), Birmingham, 1

Catalogues post free 'Phone: Central 1777
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Dykes & Sons
The oldest regularly-advertising violin specialists

in this journal

Italian Violins of the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries.

Well-authenticated, " players "
instruments chosen for tone and
preservation, available at econom¬

ical prices.

We can consider violins of merit
for part-exchange at agreed figures.

178 CHARING CROSS ROAD,
LONDON, W.C.2

(Entrance in St. Giles High Street)

Telephone : Temple Bar 4100

KEITH PROWSE

Music for School Orchestra
TRANSCRIBED by

ANTHONY COLLINS
These very fine transcriptions by Anthony Collins, the well-
known Composer and Conductor, are ideal for School and

Youth Movement Orchestras.

ARIA In E Major HANDEL
Full Orchestra, 4/6 Small Orchestra, 3/6

Extra Parts, P.C. 1/6 Strings, etc., 6d. each.

EARLY ENGLISH CLASSICS
PIANO, STRINGS and WOODWIND (ad lib)

Although scored for Piano, Strings, Flute, Oboe and Clarinet
these arrangements can be used for String Quartet and in some
instances Wind Trio or Solo Flute.

Full particulars with Thematic Extracts sent on request.
THOMAS ARNE
J. BATTISHILL ...

WILLIAM BYRD
ORLANDO GIBBONS
JAMES HOOK ...

Saraband
Gavotte
Air
Pavan
Air
Hornpipe
Saraband
Allegretto in G
PreludiumJOHN TRAVERS

Complete Sets of Parts, each 3/-
Extra Parts, P.C. I /6 Strings and Woodwind, each 4d.

Please write for lists of Violin and Orchestral Music to

KEITH PROWSE & Co., Ltd.
ORCHESTRAL DEPARTMENT

42-43 Poland Street, LONDON, W.I. GER. 9000

Established iyp4

THE

VIOLIN
AUCTIONEERS

NEXT

SALE
july 27th
at 11 a.m.

PUTTICK & SIMPSON LTD.
72 New Bond Street

London, W. i
and

21-22 Dering Street,
London, W.i

Telephone May/air 6622

THOMAS B. PITFIELD
Sonata for Violin and Piano - 7/6
Sonata for Cello and Piano - 5/-
Sonatina for Pianoforte - - 5/-

Dr. K. G. ROGER
Sonata for Viola and Piano

H. T. SCULL
A Portrait

(For Junior Violin)

7/6

1/6

FRANCIS DAY & HUNTER, LTD.
Classical and Light Music Dept.

16 SOHO SQUARE, W.I
Tel. : GERrard 8275/6
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Music in France
BACH FESTIVAL IN PRADES

By Christina Thoresby

LOOKING back on the Bach Festivalat Prades, it is as if for a brief spell we
were privileged to visit a world of peace and
enchantment, where human and artistic
values were true, and where the everday
world of strife and pettiness had no existence.

It was unlike any other festival in most
respects. How to do justice to it in so few
words, and how to convey to those who
were not fortunate enough to be there its
special quality ?

Imagine the emotion felt by all in the
ancient and crowded church with its exu¬

berant Spanish baroque reredos, when Casals,
entered on the opening night carrying his
'cello. The audience rose spontaneously, a
mode of applause which continued through¬
out the festival. For five years we had hoped
that this moment might materialize, res¬
pecting Casals' feelings and integrity, regret¬
ting our loss.

As the sensitive bow moved smoothly
backward and forward, the small agile hand
scanning the intervals with no trace of
portamento, the unforgotten tones filled the
air. The first of Bach's unaccompanied
'cello suites unfolded in long flowing phrases,
the rhythms dancing, strong, ethereal,
gruff, elusive, the depths and integrity of
conception overshadowing the ease and
perfection of execution, as the Sarabande
rose pure and detached like a prayer sus¬
pended in eternity.

Every activity of the festival was inspired
by the spirit of Casals the artist and man, and
by the love and respect shown him alike by
musicians and visitors from many parts of
the world and the citizens of the little French
Catalan town, which, lying at the foot of
the mighty Canigou, has harboured him for
thirteen years. For himself he will accept
no credit, either as instrumentalist or con¬

ductor, acknowledging only the greatness
and wonder of Bach's music, in which he was
able to reveal to us fresh vigour, greater
riches, deeper joy and faith.

The morning rehearsals conducted by
Casals in the school hall were as great a
musical experience as were the evening
concerts, for he lifted them to the level of
great interpretations. The splendid chamber
orchestra, led by Alexander Schneider, who
was responsible for the idea and realization

PABLO CASALS [Photo : Isaac .Srera]

of the festival, consisted largely of soloists
from the United States, France and Swit¬
zerland, and included such fine string
players as the French 'cellist Paul Tortel-
lier, and an exceptional young American
violinist, Ralph Hollander, who has already
had a marked success in Italy this year.

There is no space to write in detail of the
many remarkable soloists. Memorable per¬
formances were given by Isaac Stern, Szigeti
and Alexander Schneider on the violin, by
Rudolf Serkin and Clara Haskil at the piano,
by Doda Conrad and Helene Fahrni in the
Cantatas and by John Wummer on the flute.
With the orchestra they all contributed to
make this a festival of music-making in the
finest sense of the term, and all will have
returned to their work enriched by the
contact with Pau Casals and his vital
interpretations of Bach.

The festival has proved an unqualified
success, in part due to the fine organization
of the American committee and to the warm

response of musicians and public, in part
to the recordings undertaken by Columbia
and a film which is being prepared.
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'S01VELLA' regd. Exclusive Products
Non-Slip
Cello End Pin
Attachment
• Essential to every

cellist

O Sure grip on any
surface

• Light in weight.
• Complete freedom of

movement.

• Price 14/6. Post 3d.
" One of the most satisfactory devices available "

—The Strad

SOMrUÀfeíT
" Red Label " dark, large size, on velvet - 2/3
" Golden Pine," crystal clear, large size - 2/3
" Alwetha," pure wax bass - - 1/3 and 1/10
" E. Cruft," waxless, black bass, large - 2/3
" Latex Shoulder Pads " violin, or viola - 9/6
"Micro-tuner" all metal precision tailpieces 27/6

Postage extra.
From all good dealers or direct from the makers

L. P. BALMFORTH & SON ■ Violins • LEEDS 2

j"—ALFRED MOFFAT—i
j • arrangements for • j
{ Violin and Piano
i

SIX PIECES (SET I) :—

VIELLE CHANSON D'AMOUR TOSCAINE (I7me
Siecie) (b)

BALLATA D'UNE SERENADE (A. d'Auvergne) (a :
LE GALANT COUREUR (F. Cupis) (b)
AVRIL, Gavotte Française (J. P. Rameau) (b)
LARGO SERIOSO (B. Marcello) (b)
DEUX DANSES DE BALLET (G. Sammartini) (b)

SIX PIECES (SET 2) :

CHARMANT GABRIELLE, Chanson à danser (Old
French Air) (b)

MENUET DE LA COEUR (Arne) (b)
PRELUDE (H. Pachulski) (b)
BELLA ROSA (Vieil air Italien) (b) i
STYRIAN PEASANT DANCE (b)
BRUNETTE (18e Siecie) (b)

LA GENEVIEVE, Mouvement d'une Suite par Daniel
Steibelt (c)

, MORN IN THE DESERT (Shachar bamidar) Traditional
Eastern Melody (c)

Separate pieces 2s. 6d. net each
(a) Easy, First Position, (b) Moderately Easy, Third Position.

(c) Moderately Difficult
.ist 9a (New Series) Music for Stringed and *3>Gü J

Wind Instruments sent on receipt of Id. stamp

j JOSEPH WILLIAMS LIMITED
i——>29 Enford St., Marylebone, London, W.I-~J

COUNTY BOROUGH OF DONCASTER
EDUCATION COMMITTEE

Applications are invited for appointment as
full-time peripatetic teacher of Stringed instru¬
ments in the Authority's Primary and Secondary
Schools. Salary to qualified teacher in accordance
with Burnham Scale, otherwise by agreement.

Application should be by letter to the Chief
Education Officer, Education Offices, Whitaker
Street, Doncaster, within fourteen days of the
appearance of this advertisement.

V. H. HOSKIN,
Chief Education Officer

Education Office,
Doncaster

FREE ADVICE
Arthur McAlister, B.A., A.C.P., Founder and Principal
of the Modern Corr. College will advise students with
regard to the following Exams. (Please state Exam, and
standard of work)

MUS.BAC.

Diplomas for Teachers of PIANOFORTE
ELOCUTION
VIOLIN
SINGING

Class Teachers' Diplomas L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M., A.T.C.L.
Single Subjects HARMONY. PIANOFORTE PLAYING

FORM. AURAL TRAINING
SIGHT READING

—AT YOUR SERVICE—A Staff of Specialists—
MODERN Corr: COLLEGE,welford, rugby

"BROWN COVER" EDITION
OF FAMOUS CLASSICS

Arranged by ERNEST REEVES
Each number can be used for either VIOLIN AND
PIANO, 'CELLO AND PIANO, or TRIO, as a
special 'Cello (Trio) Part is included.
Ño. Price 2/- each net
30. Andante (from Violin Concerto) Mendelssohn
26. Andante Cantabile Tschaikowsky
39. Aria from Suite in D . . Bach
15. Ave Maria Schubert
51. Barcarolle (Tales of Hoffman) Offenbach
41. Blue Danube Waltzes (Violin and Trio

only) .. Strauss
37. Hungarian Dances Nos. 5 and 6 .. Brahms
52. Invitation to the Valse . . Weber
17. Largo .. Handel
9. Liebestraume Liszt
1. Londonderry Air Traditional

47. Lullaby.. .. Brahms
14. Meditation Bach-Gounod
2. Melody in F .. Rubinstein
8. Minuet in G .. Beethoven

25. Minuet Boccherini
27. Minuet (from Berenice) Handel
13. Nocturne (Op. 9, No. 2) Chopin
4. On Wings of Song Mendelssohn

11. Serenade Schubert
7. Traumerei Schumann

10. Waltz in A major . . Brahms

WALSH, HOLMES&Co., Ltd.
148, CHARING CROSS RD., LONDON, W.C.2
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Music in America
By Samuel Applebaum, American Editor

Address all Editorial communications to 45, Ingraham Place, Newark, 8, New Jersey, U.SA.

About Soloists and Chamber Music

Players
The Vivaldi Festival's concluding concert

at Town Hall of which Thomas Scherman was

director (Little Orchestra Society) drew
capacity audience. Violin soloist Louis
Kaufman performed two concertos, " La
Caccia " and No. 11 of Op. 8. With Phyllis
Kraeuter, 'cellist, he also played the violin
and 'cello concerto. Bruno Labate performed
the solo oboe concerto Op. 8, No. 9, as well
as playing in the concerto for two oboes and
two clarinets. The ensemble colloboration
was that of the Little Orchestra Society
under Thomas Scherman.

Miriam Solovieff performed the Mendels¬
sohn Violin Concerto with the New York
Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra in Car¬
negie Hall, conducted by Victor de Sabata.

The Juilliard and the New Music String
Quartets performed Milhaud's Quartets Nos.
14 and 15 ; first separately, then simultan¬
eously. The event was the third concert of the
American Section of the International Society
for Contemporary Music, and took place at
Columbia University's McMillin Theatre.
Other works presented were : Webern's
Quartet for violin, clarinet, tenor saxophone
and piano, Op. 22, and four songs by Luigi
Dallapiccola.

Louis Kaufman broadcast (American radio
premiere) the Kabalevsky Violin Concerto
with the Standard Symphony Orchestra
conducted by John Barnett over the NBC
Pacific Coast Network, during May.

Interesting Contributions in the Field of
Music, Books, Recordings
Schirmer's Library of Musical Classics put

out Rode's Twenty-Four Caprices trans¬
cribed for the viola and edited by Walter
Blumenau ; also Boccherini's Concerto No. 3
in G major ('cello and orchestra) transcribed
for viola and piano, edited and provided with
cadenzas by Gilbert Ross ; also Kreutzer's
Studies for violin.

Samuel Gardner's two compositions for
violin and piano, " Beside the Deep Pool "
and " Ballerina," first position, are published
by Theodore Presser Company.

Theodore Presser Company also publish
" Petite Romance " for violin and piano—
first position, by Joseph W. Grant, based on

" Kleine Studie " Op. 68, No. 14 by Robert
Schumann.

Cole Rossetter's " In Absence " Op. 41 for
violin and piano (also for 'cello) is in the first
position—Oliver Ditson Company.

Samuel Gardner's "Two Birds " for violin
and piano—moderately difficult is published
by G. Schirmer, Inc.

Toccata for violin (unaccompanied) by
Sidney Tretick—very difficult, published by
Carl Fischer, Inc.

" Cradle Song " for string quartet by
Martin G. Dumler is put out by The Composer
Press, Inc., and William Bergsma's String
Quartet No. 2, by the Hargail Music Press.

" The Racial Thinking of Richard Wagner"
written by Leon Stein is published by the
Philosophical Library and adds a sobering
and scholarly note to the study of both
Wagner and his music.

" The Simplicity of Violin Playing " by
Robert Juzek is put out by Metropolitan
Music Company, and logically and clearly
discusses the causes for much of the failure in
development of right and left hand technic.
He does not mince words. His ideas warrant

investigation. Volume II will be reviewed
in a later issue.

Columbia puts out Beethoven's Sonata
No. 7 in C minor for violin and piano, Op. 30,
No. 2. Performers are Joseph Szigeti and
Mieczyslaw Horszowski—(ML-2097). Master¬
fully done.

Period Records is a new firm, climbing
into front-rank prominence with its excellent
and full output on non-breakable and long-
playing records. Their latest is : Bach
Concerto No. 1 in D minor for cembalo and
strings with Frank Pelleg, harpsichordist and
string orchestra of members of the Israel
Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by David
Grunschlag. Bach four duets—Clavierubung
Part III, No. 2, F major—Frank Pelleg,
harpsichordist (SPLP-509).

Period Records also releases Highlights
from Tschaikovsky's opera " Queen of
Spades " on the libretto on well-known story
by Pushkin. The State Theatre Orchestra of
Moscow performs conducted by N. Samosud
(SPLP-511).

New music of interest : " Moment Musi¬
cal " for violin and piano ; " Happy-go-
Lucky " for violin and piano ; " Polka " for
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MEMORISE
YOUR MUSIC

AND PLAY CONFIDENTLY FROM SIGHT
If you can play at all from the music, write for

my FREE book (postage 2£d.). " The Master-
Method of Memory-Playing and Sight-Reading,"
and learn how YOU can play from memory with
confidence and at sight with ease and certainty.
No knowledge of Harmony required. State whether
you play the Violin, 'Cello, Piano, Piano-Accordion,
Sax or Organ, and if a moderate or advanced
player to :
REGINALD FOORT, F.R.C.O. (Studio 31)

14 EDGEWORTH CRESCENT, LONDON, N.W.4.

'ALL RISKS' INSURANCE

Annual Premium 2is. 6d. per £ioo
COVER FOR YOUR INSTRU¬
MENTS WHILST ANYWHERE
IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

Write or Telephone :

W. C. COLLINS & CO.
14 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, E.C.4 City 6875

SCHOOL OF VIOLINISTS
Patron - YEHUDI MENUHIN.

Vice-Presidents :

William Primrose, Joseph Szigeti, Gerald Moore, Cecilia Hansen,
R. N. Middleton, Manoug Parikian, Louis Persinger, Kneale Kelley

Henri Temianka, Ida Haendel, Samuel Applebaum.
Principals :

JOSEPH DETHERIDGE and A. C. PECKOVER.
Local Examinations throughout the British Isles and Eire

in the following subjects :

VIOLIN, VIOLA, VIOLONCELLO, PIANOFORTE
ACCOMPANIMENT AND CLASS PLAYING

Certificates awarded to successful candidates of all grades,
Diplomas, Prizes and Exhibitions.

For Syllabus, Entry Forms and further information, apply to
HEADQUARTERS :

26, BELL END, ROWLEY REGIS, BIRMINGHAM

HUBAY METHOD PLAYING
BOWING, STYLE, INTERPRETATION

MIMI BRENNAND
Enquiries: Accepts Pupils London Studio

204 Sussex Gardens, Lancaster Gate, W.2
Phone : PADDINGTON 4129

MODERN VIOLA TECHNIQUE
by ROBERT DOLEJSI

A work for viola players who for the most part are already
moderately advanced violinists. Profusely illustrated with a
sequence of essential right and left hand positions and a series of

studies. Blue cloth boards, 9 x 12, 134 pages.

Price 25/- (postage I/- extra)
THE STRAD OFFICE. 2 DUNCAN TERRACE, LONDON, N.I

WESTBOURNE GALLERIES
(Auctioneers of Stringed and Antique Instruments)

Next Auction Sale will be held on :—

TUESDAY, July 25th, 1950 at 1.30 p.m.
Special Note : By the request of numerous country
clients, viewing will be held in future on day of sale
from 9 a.m till 1 p.m. Sale following at 1.30 p.m.
Catalogues 3d. each on request. Annual Sub. 3/- Post
Free.
Special facilities available for Overseas buyers including
free storage and packing, advance catalogues, and
reserved accommodation if required.
Entries invited from all those desirous of obtaining
good prices for their surplus instruments. We will call
where necessary, inspect, collect and advise anywhere in
the United Kingdom, without obligation.
(Please send fullest details in first instance to the
Secretary),
220 Westbourne Grove, Bayswater, London, W.ll

Telephone : BAYswater 4296/7.

WILLIAM ROBINSON,
Violin, Viola and 'Cello Maker.

Prize winner in " Cobbett Competition " 1923.
by the Modern Virtuoso, McMillan, Canada.

"I am quite carried away with my new 'Robinson.'
My old ' Bergonzi ' cannot compare with it."
" I would defy anyone to tell by the tone that these
two fiddles were new."—•

Frank Thistleton (see STRAD, 1928).
"I have used a 'Robinson' for recitals in the Wigmore,
Grotian and other important London Halls. I have
broadcasted on one from all the principal stations.
They are equal to finest old fiddles."—

Louis Godowsky (see STRAD, 1928).
" Michael Zacharewitsch played on an excellent-toned
instrument by William Robinson of Plumstead, at
Wigmor. Hall, 1923."—DAILY TELEGRAPH.

Typical of many others. Proof.

152 ROCHDALE RD., ABBEY WOOD,
S.E.2

BOW HAIR
A. A. SIMPSON & CO., LTD.

NIGHTINGALE WORKS, LEICESTER RD.,
WANSTEAD, LONDON, E.ll

Phone : Wanstead 3621

We are now in a position to supply all types of
Violin, 'Cello and Bass Hair

F. T. BRAUND
VIOLIN MAKER & REPAIRER

TONAL ADJUSTMENTS A SPECIALITY
Bows Rehaired with Best Hair
Repairs Artistically Executed

Personal Service. Reasonable Charges
14 IRVINE ROAD, COLCHESTER

ARTHUR RICHARDSON
Awarded First Prize for Best Toned British Violin,

London, 1919
Prize for Quartet, 1923

Diploma of Honour, The Hague, 1949 for Viola

Richardson Violas (Tertis Model) are used
by Violists in all our principal Orchestras
and in leading Quartets and Symphony
Orchestras in U.S.A. and Canada.

PARK ROAD, CREDITON, DEVON
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violin and piano (or two violins), all by
William Krollj put out by G. Schirmer,
Inc.

An important work which will enter into
the standard literature is String Quartet No.
2 by William Bergsma (1944), dedicated to
the memory of Natalie Koussevitzky. (Har-
gail Music Press.)

Antonia Brico, conductor of the Denver
Philharmonic, reports that Albert Schweit¬
zer is working on the problem of the right
violin bow for playing Bach ; has devised
an arched bow, with a device near the nut
for manipulating the hairs as the violinist
plays.

Of General Interest
The Eastman School of Music held its

twentieth annual Series of music programmes
featuring American works in Rochester, New
York. Doctor Howard Hanson is Director
of the School, and conducted the Rochester
Symphony Orchestra in first hearings of
symphonic works.

Darius Milhaud's second violin concerto
received its first American performance a
little while ago with soloist Roman Totenberg
playing.

More recently, his fourth piano concerto
was introduced by Zadel Skolovsky accom¬
panied by the Boston Symphony Orchestra
under Charles Munch.

Paul Hindemith's Sinfonietta in E was

recently heard (first performance) by the
Louisville Philharmonic, conducted by the
composer.

Gian-Carlo Menotti's music-drama " The
Consul " has won superlative praise from
critics as well as audiences.

The League of Composers gave its fourth
and last regular concert of the season in the
Metropolitan Museum of Modern Art and
presented new chamber music of great
interest.

About Conductors and Orchestras
Arturo Toscanini and the NBC. Sym¬

phony Orchestra have completed their Pacific
coast tour and are back east for the second
half of the tour. In Portland, Oregon, Mr.

Toscanini received Ernest Bloch. " Music,
music, music, that is all ! " warmly declared
the seventy-year old composer to Toscanini.

The New York Philharmonic-Symphony
Orchestra completed its 108th season re¬
cently with performance of its 4,844th and
4,845th concerts. Dimitri Mitropoulos was
conductor.

Three Carnegie Hall concerts of the Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra are scheduled for
next season, Sir Thomas Beecham has
announced. The Orchestra arrives in America
October 12 for a tour. Betty Beecham will be
piano soloist.

Bruno Walter has been named honorary
chairman of the advisory council of the
Music Research Foundation, founded in
1944, to investigate the aid of music to
patients recovering from illness.

The Cleveland Little Symphony gave a
second Mozart Festival May 14-15. Theodore
Bloomfield, organizer of the group, conducted
and also introduced the new Civic Opera
Group.

The Berkshire Music Festival will run from
July 8 to August 13. Soloists for the pairs of
Bach-Mozart concerts are Gregor Piatigorsky,
Ruth Posseït, Lukas Foss, and duo-pianists
Luboschutz and Nemenoff.

Kenneth Warren, the well-known American
violin dealer has just returned home to
Chicago after spending a month in Britain
and Europe. Among the violins which he
purchased on this trip was the Vincenzo
Carcassi illustrated in the last issue. On a

previous visit Mr. Warren acquired the fine
Lorenzo Carcassi illustrated in the Novem¬
ber 1947 issue.

* * *

Louis Kaufman is broadcasting the first
European performance of Vivaldi's Concertos
Nos. 9, 10, 11 and 12, Op. VIII from NIR
Brussels on July 17 at 8 p.m. The orchestra
will be directed by Léonce Gras. On June
14 Mr. Kaufman gave the first performance
in France of Martinu's Concerto da Camera,
the conductor being Harsanyi. This was
broadcast by Radiodiffusion Française, Paris.

WHERE IS IT? for VIOLINISTS
By W. H. PHELPS

(Late Professor of the Violin at Trinity College of Music, London)
A wonderfully easy and systematic method for all the various changes of position most commonly employed. It covers all the
technical essentials of the first five years, and is recommended and used by professors of the violin at leading academies and
schools throughout the world.
From all Music Sellers price 5/-net. Or direct from : THE STRAD OFFICE, 2 DUNCAN TER., LONDON, N.I
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VIOLIN AND VIOLA

A/1 ISS LEILA BONNEY PETHERICK
A.L.A.M. (Registered Teacher), receives and visits

pupils. Trio and quartet classes. For terms, etc., apply
by letter to :
58, Craigen Ave., Addiscombe, Surrey. Phone: ADD 2544

SAMUEL KUTCHER
accepts violin pupils in London

" ' The Lark Ascending ' was impeccably done by Mr. Samuel
Kutcher " (Daily Telegraph). " His intensity of tone and phrasing
are very agreeable to hear " (The Times). " His Quartet leading
reminded one of Joachim " (The Times).
12 LANGFORD PLACE, ST. JOHN'S WOOD, N.W.8

Tel. : Maida Vale 8450

LONDON VIOLONCELLO SCHOOL
34. NOTTINGHAM PLACE, W.I

Patron : President :
PABLO CASALS SIR JOHN BARBIROLLI

Principal :
HERBERT WALENN, F.R.A.M.

Prospectus can be obtained from the Secretary.

PROF. HENRY KENNING
of Prague

Pupil of Prof. O. SEVCIK
accepts a limited number of pupils.
Special method for development of

bowing technique.
31 MIDDLETON ROAD, GOLDERS GREEN, N.W.ll

SPEedwell 2678

JOSEF CETNER
Professor of Violin (Sevcik method) late State
Conservatoires Lwow and Katowice, Poland, can now

take a limited number of pupils.
129, BELSIZE ROAD. LONDON, N.W.6.

Maida Vale 2241.

violin — viola

MONTAGU CLEEVE, ug.s.m l.r.a.m.
(Examiner, Trinity College of Music, etc.)

Chamber Groups and string classes are held regularly in his music
studio where they are given a sound training.

Music lovers are encouraged to join a string class with others begin¬
ning from scratch. For those who cannot afford individual lessons
these classes are a good alternative. Particulars gladly sent upon
request.

53 Onslow Gardens, South Kensington, S.W.7.

A. C. PECKOVER
Violin Technic

Relaxation and co-ordination are wonderful things
if applied correctly. They both are important. Not
until a pupil cures his muscles of the continual
rigidity, exerted movements and other causes will he
be able to play relaxed and with the perfect co¬
ordination of both arms.

Which hand is more important the left or right ?
Studios in Leeds, Keighley, Skipton and Nelson

Permanent Address :

SOUTH VIEW, HIGHFIELD LANE, KEIGHLEY, YORKS.

LONDON COLLEGE OF MUSIC
INCORPORATED

GREAT MARLBOROUGH ST., LONDON, W.i
Director—Dr. H. BROMLEY DERRY, M.V.O.

LOCAL AND HIGHER EXAMINATIONS
EXAMINATIONS for Certificates in Pianoforte, Violin and

'Cello playing, Theory of Music, Elocution, etc., are held at over
400 Local Centres three times in each year, in April, July
(June for Scotland and Ireland) and December.

NEW LOCAL CENTRES may be formed in districts un¬
represented. Full particulars on application.

THE HIGHER EXAMINATIONS for the Diplomas of
Associate (A.L.C.M.) and Licentiate (L.L.C.M.) are held in
April, July (June for Scotland and Ireland), and December.

SYLLABUS and FORMS OF ENTRY of the Secretary.
In the EDUCATIONAL DEPARTMENT Students are

received and thoroughly trained in all musical subjects under
the best Professors, at moderate fees. Courses of Training for
Teachers, Correspondence Lessons in Harmony, etc.

JOHN F. HOLMES, Secretary
Telephone : Gerrard 6120.

JOM IENKINS

RECITALS
r

CONCERTS

Tel. GLADSTONE 4774 4 EXETER ROAD, N.W.2

MRS. GARFIELD HOWE
HOLIDAY ORCHESTRAL CLASS

For very young children
Instruments loaned, including harp and wind

Write for details to
9 Upper Phillimore Gardens, W.8

Miss SARAH FENNINGS
(Assistant Violin Teacher in Czecho-Slovakia to the late

Professor Sevcik.)

In Penzance for the Summer months.
All communications regarding vacancies for private pupils should

be addressed

c/o The Strad Office, 2 Duncan Terrace, London, N.I

ANTHONY WARD,
L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M.

Violin
Pupil of ALBERT SAMMONS

has vacancies for pupils in London
All communications to :—

28, St. Gabriels Rd., N.W.2. Gladstone 1577

THE LEAH MUTE
For all strings - muted and unmuted in a second by sliding on
the two central strings on to the bridge. Cannot get mislaid.
Prices : VIOLIN 2/6 Used by : JASCHA HEIFETZ

VIOLA 3/6 BRATZA and
'CELLO 5/- Leading Orchestras.
BASSO 7/6 and the late ALBERT SANDLER

(Stamp for postage)
WILL LEAH

HILCOTE LANE, BLACKWELL, DERBY.

Lessons on the

VIOLA DA GAMBA
FROM

NATHALIE DOLMETSCH
In London, on Thursdays

N. Dolmetsch, Jesses, Haslemere, Surrey

FELIX VANDYL
(Carl Flesch Method)

begs to announce he can now take a limited |
number of Violin and Viola pupils.

Please write or 'phone for appointment :
7 STIRLING MANSIONS, COMPAYNE GARDENS, I

LONDON, N.W.6 (Mai. 2333)
(i minute from Finchley Rd. Station)
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SENT FREE

ORCHESTRAL MUSIC
CATALOGUE AND THEMATIC LIST

New and Standard Suites, Selections, Overtures, Descriptive
Novelties, Intermezzi, Marches, Waltzes, Old Time Dances, etc.

AND

GUIDE TO

Old-Cpnu
AND

MODERN SEQUENCE

Dances
BOSWORTH & CO., LTD.,

14/18, Heddon Street, Regent Street, London, W.I.

CYRIL WOODCOCK
(Rare Violins)

A unique opportunity is offered to those desirous of
obtaining a first-class Violin, Viola, or Cello possessing
a well-balanced tone, within a price range suitable to
every pocket.
Large selections of fine instruments always in stock.
Part exchanges. Terms arranged.
Guaranteed replacement of instrument within a period
of 6 months thereby enabling a purchaser to select an
instrument most suitable to his requirements without
financial loss.
Highest prices given for instruments and bows.
Opinions and valuations without obligation.
World-wide testimonials from satisfied clients.
Trade enquiries invited.
33 Denning Road, Hampstead, London, N.W.3

or at 220 Westbourne Grove, W.I I
For appointment : Phone BAYswater 4296/7.

Evenings and Weekends : HAMpstead 2695.

E. STOLE Alt

VIOLINS, VIOLAS, CELLOS,
BASSES, ETC. BOUGHT

and SOLD
'Phone: 94 RAVENCROFT STREET.
BIS 1004 LONDON. E.2

STANLEY ROBINSON
Son of WILLIAM ROBINSON

Maker of
Higrh Grade Violins and

Large Violas
•

Highest Testimonials Received
Week on trial against cash or Strad Deposit System

High Class Repairs Undertaken

152 ROCHDALE ROAD, ABBEY WOOD, S.E.2

FOR SALE
AT REASONABLE PRICES

Violins by Joseph Guarnerius filius Andrae,
G. Cappa (Saluzzo), Joseph Rocca (Turin).

All fully certified. Many lesser Italians.
Competent opinions on old instruments a
speciality.
Please write or phone

L. JILLINGS
"Shalimar", 27 Highfield Road, Sutton, Surrey

Phone : Vigilant 3212
U········a··t·B·BIU·HMkllUfcUkhLUak.kkl.UWbL·U.bLUIil'liUMaiibai·ni·BM··M·nBI·l··M··a£

i THE WORLD'S GREATEST BOOKSHOP |

I EOYLES■ **FOR. BOOK.S-**

VISIT OUR NEW GRAMOPHONE RECORDS DEPT.

Latest H.M.V., Columbia, Parlophone
and all other makes

New and secondhand Books on every subject.
119-125 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2

Gerrard 5660 (16 lines). Open 9-6 (ind. Sats.).

\

Bl
, , ...

A. PRICE & SON
VIOLIN & BOW
DEALERS & RESTORERS

21 ORANGE STREET, HAYMARKET, W.C.2.
WHITEHALL 6088

PHOTOGRAPHS
We can now supply, to order only, actual
photographs of the undermentioned instruments
that have appeared in The Strad.

VIOLINS : N. Amati, 1650 ; del Bussetto, 1675 ;
C. Camillo, 1739 ; E. Degani, 1896 ; A.Despine ;
R. Duke; H. Fagnola, 1911; A. Guarneri, c.1670 ;
Guarneri del Gesu, 1735 ; H. Jacobs, 1693 ; J. Jan-
uarius, 1653 ; J. A. Marchi, c. 1750 ; J. Odoardi, 1783 ;
A. Pedrinelli, 1844; M. Platner, c.1700 ; V. Postig-
lione, 1874 ; G. F. Pressenda, 1830 ; G. Sgarbi ;
J. Stainer, 1667 ; O. Stradivari, 1740 ; " Max Rostal "
Stradivari, 1697 ; J. Tononi ; V. Carcassi, c.1760 ;
Wulme-Hudson (Omobono Stradivari copy, 1929)
VIOLAS : J. Dalaglio, 1828 ; J. Guidantus, 1737 ;
C. F. Landolfi ; A. Mallas, 1887 ; G. Rivolta, 1828.
CELLOS: B. Banks, 1766; M. Gofriller, c.1715;
F. Ruggeri. 1675.

Views of the front, back and scroll, size, 8 ins. by
6 ins., unmounted. Price, 4/- each view, post
free. Delivery 14 days. (Postage extra on Colonial
and Foreign orders).

THE STRAD
2 DUNCAN TERRACE, LONDON, N.l

Printed in Great Britain for the Proprietors by LOWE & BRYDON E PRINTERS LTD., N.W.10. Published by HORACE MARSHALL
& SON, LTD., Temple House, Tallis Street, E.C.4. Australia: A. E.SMITH & CO., PTY., LTD., 9/11 Hunter Street, Sydney, N.S.W.

U.S.A. : SAMUEL APPLEBAUM, 45 Ingraharu Place, Newark, 8, New Jersey
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MISCELLANEOUS
{Continued from page ii of cover)

ITALIAN STRING BASS for sale, rather small, ¿45. Englishstring bass, attributed John Lott, ¿45. Fine violin by Roth,
•¿12. Inexpensive small violin outfit required, also viola outfit.
Thompson, 33 Homefield Road, Wembley.

FAYING GUESTS received in musical family near Harrow.Box 2785.

GENUINE lady's model violin made by Anton Zwerger ofPassau, 1810, labelled and branded. Instrument recently
examined by W. E. Hill & Sons. Also bow and easel Present
owner 54 years. What offers ? Box 2786.

BOOKS on the Violin, invaluable for technique, general fiddleknowledge and connoisseurship. Music for violin, viola, violon¬
cello, chamber music for strings and orchestra. Houghton, 42 New
Bridge Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne, 2.

THE MIRROR OF MUSIC 1844-1944). A century of musicallife in Britain as reflected in the pages of the " Musical
Times", by Percy A. Scholes, 1,004 pages, 118 plates with 450
pictures. The story of 100 years of musical progress in Britain
Containing a comprehensive index, this book is not on^y a most
valuable encyclopaedic work of reference, but instructive and
entertaining narrative Two volumes 52s. 6d. net complete (postage
is.) from The Strad Office, 2 Duncan Terrace, London, N.l.

TWO Maelzel metronomes, one with bell, ¿4, ¿3. A number ofpre-war music stands. A fine old mute violin. Many fine
old and modern English, Italian and French violins. Many
thanks for dollars for England. I have violins alright, letters from
U.S.A. prove it. Exchanges, etc., with pleasure. R. J. Thomas,
17 Primrose Street, Darlington.

GUADAGNINI (Bros) illustrated in this issue, for sale.Would consider part exchange. C. Woodcock, 33 Denning
Road, Hampstead, N.W.3. HAMpstead 2695 and BAYswater
4296.

VINCENZO PANORMO, very fine specimen with guaranteeby Crofts of Canada. ¿175 or would consider part exchange.
C. Woodcock, 33 Denning Road, Hampstead, N.W.3. HAM 2695
and BAY 4296.

VERY fine Jcs. Odoardi violin with certificate by Crofts ofCanada, strong and powerful tone. ¿175 or would consider
part exchange. C. Woodcock, 33 Denning Road, Hampstead,
N.W.3. HAM 2695 and BAY 4296.

FOR SALE. Excellent Italian violin by Fagnola (towardsend of last century) with Hill's guarantee, and fine silver
mounted Thomassin bow in leather case. Complete, ¿115.
Strad Deposit system. Box 2787.

FOR SALE. Viola, hand-made, 17 in. in double case, ¿30.Also small Tyrolese viola and case. 'Phone 7—8 p.m. WEL-
beck 8711.

VIOLINISTS OF TODAY by Donald Brook. Containsinterviews and full page recent portraits of twenty-eight leading
violinists, including Heifetz, Kreisler, Menuhin, Szigeti, etc. Cloth,
Large Cr. 8vo. 15s. 6d. post free, from The Strad Office, 2 Duncan
Terrace, London, N.l.

MODERN ITALIANS. Two violins, one by V. Saninno(Woodcock cert.), ¿45 ; one by Pedrazzini, ¿30. Cello
by Aristide Cavalli, ¿45. Italian tone and craftsmanship at its
best. 24 Victoria Road, Sheffield, 10.

CHAMBER MUSIC, trios, quartets, etc., also fine selectionof 'cello studies and solos. Lists. Powell, 64 Vicarage Road,
Smethwick, 41.

WANTED URGENTLY, fine solo 'cello, preferably Ruggerior Gofriller, others considered ; also violin by Bisiach,
Fagnola or Degani. State price, etc., to Powell, 64 Vicarage Road,
Smethwick, 41.

VIOLIN and 'cello cases, leather and wood, at very reasonableprices. State requirements. Powell, 64 Vicarage Road,
Smethwick, 41.

VIOLIN BOWS for sale. Collector has Tubbs and LouisBazin, exceptional quality and new condition ; also Vigneron
and Dodd, fine sticks, no weakness. Box 2788.

VIOLINS. Private owner wishes to sell some old and newItalians and others at reduced prices (no dealers). Box 2789.

ENGLISH CHAMBER MUSIC by Ernest Meyer. Here for thefirst time is presented a history of English Chamber Music
from the middle ages to the time of Purcell. The text is profusely
illustrated with music examples, and as an appendix it contains
over 60 pages of complete works, most of which are unobtainable
in any other form. 9£ x 5£, 318 pages. Price 31s. post free, from The
Strad Office, 2 Duncan Terrace, London, N.l.

FINE French violin, labelled Vuillaume, in excellent condition,clear tone, ¿25. Another by Rouselle Bernadel, Paris, ¿15.
Fine violin, branded Fallaise, sold by Hill's ¿16. Another very
fine French violin in perfect condition, ascribed to Aldrich, ¿17.
A small, very old viola, with flaming sound holes, fine quality
tone, ¿4. 12 full size violins to clear, in good condition, for ¿20,
genuine bargains. Lewis, 22 Carlton Mansions, Stamford Hill,
•N.l6. 'Phone (mornings) STA 5842.

THE BAND OF THE COLDSTREAM GUARDS has somevacancies for string players. Double handed men preferred
but not essential. Appointment by 'phone (Sloane 0461, ex 26)
or write : Director of Music, Coldstream Guards, Duke of York's
Headquarters, Kings Road, Chelsea, S.W.3.

CAPLAN'S TESTED STRINGS for violin, viola and 'cello.Best gut and metal covered. Bows rehaired, 5s. Cello and
bass bows, 5s., 6s., post 9d. Violin E, steel, 4d. Caplan's special
E, soft, loud or extra loud, 6d. Violin A, gut, 5d., 6d., 8d., 10d.,
Is., tested Is. 3d., Is. 6d., Is. 9d. D, gut 6d. 8d., lid., Is. 3d.,
tested, Is. 6d., Is. 9d., 2s. Aluminium on tested gut, D, 2s. 6d.,
3s. 3d., 4s. lOd. G, Is., Is. 3d., Is. 6d. G, silver, 2s. 6d., 3s., 4s.,
6s., 7s. 6d. Aluminium on steel, A, Is. 3d., 2s., D, Is. 8d., 2s. 6d.
G, Is. lid., 3s. Electro metal, A, 2s., D, 2s. 6d., G, 3s. .Silver on
steel, A, 2s. 6d., D, 3s. 3d., G, 3s. 8d. Chrome, A, 2s. 9d., D, 3s. 9d.,
G, 5s. 5d. Viola gut, A, Is., Is. 3d., Is. 6d., Is. 9d. D, Is., Is. 3d.,
Is. 6d., Is. 9d., 2s. G, Is. 9d., 2s. 3d. C, Is. 9d. G, silver, 3s. 6d
C, silver, 4s. 6d. Aluminium, A, 2s. 6d. Electro metal, A, 2s. 6d.
Silver, A, 2s. 10d., D, 3s. 8d. Cello, A, gut, 2s., 2s. 6d., 3s., 4s.
D, 2s. 6d., 3s., 4s., 5s. G, 3s. 3d., 3s. 9d. C, 3s. 9d., 4s. 6d.
Special tested Cello A, gut, 5s., 6s. D, 6s., 6s. 8d G, 6s., 7s.
C, 6s. 8d., 9s. Electro metal, Cello, A, 4s., D, 5s., G, 6s., C, 7s. 6d.
Cello bridges, 2s. 8d., 3s. 9d., 4s. 6d. Viola bridges, Is. 6d.
Violin bridges, fitted, Is., Is. 3d., Is. 6d., Is. 9d., 2s. Uncut
bridges, Is., Is. 4d. String adjnsters, Is. 6d. Rubber bow grips,
Is. A pitch pipe, Is. 6d. Mutes, 10d., Is., Is. 3d., Is. 6d. Tailgut,
9d., or 2s. 6d. a coil. Tailpieces, 3s. 6d. Panshape chinrest, 4s. 6d.
Strad model, 4s. lOd. Strong music stands, 10s. Violin necks
and scrolls, 8s. Violin case covers, 48s. Cello covers, 52s. Bass
covers, ¿6. Violin outfits, f and full size, ¿2 10s., ¿3, ¿3 10s.,
¿4, upwares. A large selection fo violins in all makes and at all
prices. Violin bows, 20s., 25s., 30s., 35s., 40s. Silver mounted,
50s., 60s., upwards. Violin cases in all sizes, 20s., 25s., 30s.
upwards. Cello bows, 40s., 45s., 50s., 60s. | Cello with bow and
cover, ¿10. Full size Cello outfits, ¿8 and ¿10. 15 J in. fine French
Viola, shaped case and bow, ¿12 10s. B. Caplan, 8 Nathaniel
Buildings, Commercial Street, London, E.l.

I HAVE constant enquiries from dealers and players, withwhom I have traded for years, for all grades of instruments
and bows in nice condition. If you desire to dispose of, or need to
purchase instruments, I shall be pleased to be of help to buyers or
vendors. Use of the Strad Deposit System is welcomed. En¬
quiries to E. Stollar, 9 Ravenscroft .Street, London, E.2. 'Phone
BIS 1004.

Technique of violoncello playing, compiled incomplete accord with PABLO CASALS by Diran Alexanian.
215 pages, Large 4to. Illustrated with musical examples, drawings
and photos. 26s. post free, from The Strad Office, 2 Duncan Terrace,
London, N.l.

FINE TONED CELLO by Justin Derazey, ¿30. Also oldEnglish 'cello, fine free tone. Hill's valuation, ¿35. Sell at
¿27 10s. Strad Deposit. Box 2794.

TO instrument repairers and makers. Arduous handworkeliminated with new compact electric bandsaw. ¿47 17s. 6d.,
complete. Production Promotion, 94 Camden Road, London,
N.W.I. Gulliver 1255.

RARE VIOLIN by Andreas Gisalberti, the master of JosephGuarnerius. Seen by appointment. Particulars, Reginald
Hunter, 9 Clarence Road East, Weston-super-Mare.

CELLO for sale, fine tone and condition, with bow. Registeredstrings, bargain. ¿25. Williams, Park Prewett Hospital,
Basingstoke, Hants.

VIOLINS AND VIOLINISTS by Franz Farga. A history ofthe Violin tracing its technical and artistic development
throughout the -centuries, with sections demonstrating the
evolution of its construction. 130 half-tone illustrations and 10
line drawings in text. Cloth, Demy 8vo. 25s. net (25s. 9d. by
post) from The Strad Office, 2 Duncan Terrace, London N. I.

CONCERT VIOLINIST desires to acquire Italian or Frenchmaster violin, with Hill's certificate. Box 2790.

WM. ATKINSON VIOLIN, 1908. 13 13/16 in. back. Superbtone, ¿12. English 'cello, 1770, ¿20. Also old violins,
violas, 15 in. and 15£ in. Write Bernard L. Harfield, 3 Portswood
Road, Hilsea, Portsmouth.

WANTED. A good toned violin, ladies' size, old Italianpreferred. Please send price and particulars to Box 2791.

CHART showing every position on the violoncello up to position9, with every note playable in each position by James McEwen.
On stiff linen card. Price Is. Id. each post free, from The Stra
Office, 2 Duncan Terrace, London, N.l.

HESKETH " GUARNERIUS violin, his best work, withs/m Weichold bow, ¿45. Yorks district. Box 2792.

FOR SALE. Violin. Kloz, Mittenwald, valued at ¿40, bow andcase. Box 2793.

FINE violin by Leopold Widhalm, branded, ¿40. Violin byLeon Mougenot, 1926, Thomastic fittings, ¿17. An old Bavar¬
ian violin, fine tone, good condition, ¿14. Viola, 16 in. labelled
W. Hawes, Northampton, 1911, matured tone, ¿15. Private sale.
Box 2795.

SMALL VIOLA in shaped case, and bow, mint condition,about 70 years old, ¿12. Violin, branded Nicholas Duchene,red varnish, one piece back, powerful tone, ¿9 10s. Very hand¬
some violin, labelled Carlo Tononi, probably the work of Voiler,
¿25. A very choice instrument. 'Cello by Chas. S. Thompson,
with bow by James Tubbs, in waterproof case, ¿22 10s., complete.A few fine toned and interesting violins to offer. Exchanges con¬
sidered. Lewis, 22 Carlton Mansions, Stamford Hill, N.l6. 'Phone
mornings only, STA 5842.
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as well to fasten a chain and small padlock
round that part of the cover about the
middle of the neck, (iv) Instruments pro-
provided for the player : It often happens
that a double bass is available for the player
at an orchestral performance, and in such
cases it is advisable to arrive rather early
so as to have time to examine the instrument
and to note any differences between it and the
player's own bass. The sort of things that
one may find are (a) a very large instrument
(I remember once having to play on one of
these, over full-size, and it could only be
conveniently managed by inclining it back¬
wards at an angle of nearly 45°). (b) The
strings may be either very close to or too
high over the fingerboard ; in each case the
fingering and selection of positions will have
to be modified accordingly, (v) The strings

may be connected with other than the usual
pegs, in which case differences should be
noted and the player must remember which
screws to turn when tuning, (vi) There
may be cracks or loose parts which give rise
to troublesome rattling or buzzing when
playing—sometimes this may be corrected
temporarily by locating the fault and then
inserting improvised wedges of wood or
paper in the crack or loose part—or tighten¬
ing the screws of the machine head.

In another articled hope to assist the stu¬
dent by some suggestions on " How to
practise ". Without claiming to have any
new ideas to put forward on this subject, I
shall endeavour to clarify some very import¬
ant principles, and I believe that I can do so
owing to my long experience of playing and
teaching.

Book Reviews
Who's Who in Music. (Shaw Publishing
Co. Ltd., 30s.). The music trade and pro¬
fession in this country have been without a
reliable and comprehensive directory for a
large number of years, so the first post-war
edition of " Who's Who " is assured of a
welcome reception. This is not merely a list
of names and addresses for, apart from
10,000 brief but informative biographies of
leading musicians, there are a large number
of helpful articles on general musical subjects
contributed by recognized authorities. A
section is devoted to legal information directly
concerned with the music trade, and the law
of copyright. Finally there are the names
and addresses of music publishers, printers,
dealers, concert giving societies and the usual
information one expects to find in a carefully
compiled trade directory. We have made
numerous checks at random, and have found
the facts, with very few exceptions, accurate
and up-to-date. There is little doubt that
this directory will prove an indispensable
desk companion of the professional musician,
and those engaged in all branches of the
music trade.
Two Centuries of Bach by Friedrich
Blume, translated by Stanley Godman.
(iOxford University Press, 6s.). In this essay
the author, Professor of Musicology at
Kiel, traces the changes in the " picture "
which has been formed of Bach during the
past two centuries. New light is thrown on
the attitude of the composer's contemporaries
and on the way the cult of his music was

continued, almost in secret, during the
generation which followed his death, so that
his influence appeared in the later music of
Haydn and Mozart and in Beethoven. The
revival in the next decades and the part
played by Mendelssohn are, of course, better
known, but Professor Blume puts them in
perspective. In conclusion he disposes,
rather summarily, with Schweitzer and in¬
troduces us to the later German work on

Bach. A stimulating and thought-provoking
little book.
Keys to the Keyboard by Andor Foldes.
(O.U.P., 5s.) We string players look with
envy at the vast thought and labour which
is devoted to piano technique and its teach¬
ing. At the same time we are a little discon¬
certed by the way it is taken for granted that
the piano is the be-all and end-all of music.
One of Mr. Foldes' anecdotes illustrates this :

a boy wished to take up the piano but was
frightened of being thought a " cissie " so
he took lessons on the clarinet instead. Mr.
Foldes apparently does not even suspect that
he may be on the road to become a more
useful member of musical society than the
piano would ever have made him. But
still, it cannot be denied that he has some
very sound ideas which though primarily
intended for pianists will be of the greatest
use to all students. The chapters on reading
and listening and on the art of practising in
particular make the book worth buying.
The introduction is in the form of a letter from
Sir Malcolm Sargent.
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— COUNT IT
AMONG YOUR

MUSICAL
ASSETS 1685 J.S.B 1750

The Art of Fugue
Transcribed for

STRING QUARTET

by

ROY HARRIS and

M. D. HERTER NORTON

SCORE 21/6 PARTS EACH 5/4

MUSICAL OFFERING
Authentic Text and Version for Practical Performance
prepared by Hans T. David for Strings or String-and-
Wind Ensemble, or String Orchestra with Keyboard
Instrument.

I Ricercar a 3 (Three-part Fugue)
ll-VI Five Canons on the Royal Theme (First Group)

VII Sonata a 3 (Trio Sonata)
VIII-XII Five Canons on the Royal Theme (Second

Group)
XIII Ricercar a 6 (Six-part Fugue)

All of the sections excepting the Sonata a 3 may be per¬
formed by String Ensemble.
Score (including keyboard part) 21/6
String parts :
Violin I 5/4
Violin II 3/7
Viola ... ... ... ... 3/7
Violoncello (includes Double Bass part, ad lib. for

the Ricercar a 6) ... 5/4
Flute, Oboe, English Horn, Bassoon... ... each 3/7
A volume of historical, analytical and critical commentary,
to accompany this edition, is published separately, price
21/6 net.

Representing
BOSTON MUSIC CO. WILLIS MUSIC CO. THE MUSICAL QUARTERLY G. SCHIRMER, INC.

Boston, Mass. Cincinnati, Ohio Editor: Paul Henry Lang New York
CHAPPELL & COMPANY LIMITED. Schirmer Division, 5 0, NEW BOND ST., LONDON, W.I

Super-tested Strings
A complete range of these fine strings is now available for Violin,
Viola and 'Cello. We offer them with every confidence and with
our unconditional guarantee.

VIOLIN

Steel E, loop or ball end lOd.
Gut A, single length . 2/-
Gut D, single length . 2/3
Aluminium on gut D . 5/-
Silver on gut G . . . 7/6

VIOLA

Gut A, single length . 2/3
Gut D, single length . 2/6
Aluminium on gut D . 6/-
Silver on gut G . . . 7/6
Silver on gut C . . . 8/6

CELLO

Gut A .

Gut D .

Plated G

Plated C

7/6
V-

10/6
13/-

L/st of cheaper strings on request J
? Orders by post receive prompt and careful attention ¡
L i

Also in stock, all popular brands including : Astrea, Cathedral Chromespun, Pirastro gold
label, Thomastik.

THOMAS SMITH
19 and 20 EASY ROW •

Hours of Business 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m. to I p.m.

BIRMINGHAM
•Phone CENtral 1777


